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7
Advances in the Theory of
Perfectly Matched Layers

Fernando L. Teixeira and Weng C. Chew

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [1] –[4] is a very popular method
for full-wave simulation of electromagnetic fields in complex environments. It is an
efficient, second-order accurate (both in space and time) scheme which combines a
leapfrog update in time with a staggered central differencing in space to simulate
Maxwell’s equations. Because the FDTD method is a partial differential equation
(PDE) based algorithm, there is no need to obtain a Green’s function (i.e., to invert
a differential operator) and, as a result, arbitrary geometries and media (including
dispersive and nonlinear) can be easily studied. FDTD has also been used in other
instances where hyperbolic partial differential equations (wave propagation) occur,
such as in elastodynamics or acoustics. Some of the concepts discussed in this chapter
have direct application in those areas as well.

Among the issues facing the implementation of PDE-based algorithms such as
FDTD or the finite element method (FEM) is the proper truncation of the computa-
tional domain. In many situations, the problem to be simulated corresponds to an
open-region problem. The finite grid requirement of any practical numerical im-
plementation requires a proper treatment of the grid boundaries. Ideally, one must
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284 Fast and Efficient Algorithms in CEM

ensure that spurious reflections from the grid boundaries are small enough so that
the solution is not contaminated. Usually this is accomplished through the use of an
absorbing boundary condition (ABC) on or near the grid termination.

The perfectly matched layer (PML) is a very efficient ABC introduced in the
literature by Berenger for Cartesian coordinates in 1994 [5] and fervently studied
since then [6] –[24]. The PML has since then been shown to outperform previously
proposed ABCs by orders of magnitude in terms of reduced reflection coefficients.
The PML essentially achieves a reflectionless absorption of electromagnetic waves
in the continuum limit as the mesh discretization size goes to zero. The absorption
inside the PML operates through conductive losses, so that an exponential decay for
the fields inside the PML is obtained. Therefore, when the computational domain is
surrounded by a PML region, the spurious reflection from the grid boundaries can
be made exponentially smaller. Moreover, being a material ABC, the PML retains
the nearest-neighbor interaction characteristic of the FDTD method, and therefore it
is particularly suited for implementation on parallel computers. Also because of this
property, the PML retains the (low) computational complexity of the FDTD, which
is
�������

per time step.
In this chapter, we discuss the theoretical foundations and some implementations

of the PML concept. We consider the PML concept mainly from the complex
stretching viewpoint [7]. It is not our intention here to present a comprehensive
review on the PML. Among the issues not addressed here are implementation details
for PDE-based methods other than FDTD (such as the FEM or the transmission line
method), PML profile and parameters optimization, and applications of the PML to
areas other than electromagnetics (such as elastodynamics [25], [26], acoustics [17],
and quantum mechanics [27]). As a result, many references on the subject have not
been included, Again, this simply reflects the thematic perspective we have chosen
here. Other reviews on the PML topic which have appeared recently can be found
in [23] and [24]. Sections of this chapter are based on the authors’ previously
published research [28] –[34].

7.2 PML VIA COMPLEX SPACE COORDINATES

7.2.1 Frequency Domain Analysis

The PML was originally derived through the introduction of matched artificial electric
and magnetic conductivities, and through a particular splitting of the electromagnetic
field components into subcomponents [5]. An alternative derivation was later given
in [7], where it was shown that the PML can be related to a complex stretching of
the Cartesian coordinates in the frequency domain. Through this complex stretching,
source-free Maxwell’s equations in inside the PML are modified to ( �	��
 �	 convention
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assumed) �������������������! 
(7.1)���"���#�$���&%'�( 
(7.2)����)*���+�$,- 
(7.3)���.)/%'���0,- 
(7.4)

where ���1�32465798 :: 4<; 2=�579> :: =?; 2@�579A :: @  (7.5)

in Cartesian coordinates, and the 7CB , D � 4  =  @ , are the so-called complex stretching
variables, given by 79BFE D  G�.H&�0I BFE D H ; �KJ BFE D H� (7.6)

with
I BML 5 and J BML , (profile functions). The first inequality ensures that evanes-

cent waves will have an exponential decay faster than in the non-PML region, and
the second inequality ensures that propagating waves will also decay exponentially.
The ordinary Maxwell’s equations are a special case of the above equations when79B � 5 . Therefore, the complex stretching variables can be seen as added degrees of
freedom to Maxwell’s equations.

The reflectionless property of a PML interface can be easily verified by writing
down the TE and TM reflection coefficients, NPORQ and NSO�T , for a planar interface
and verifying that they are zero [7]. Note that, for a single interface (half space
problem), only one single complex stretching variable is different from unity (the
normal coordinate to the interface). In the corner regions of the computational
domain, two or three coordinates need to be stretched simultaneously [5], [7].

Perhaps a more direct and elegant way to verify the reflectionless characteristic is
to observe that the coordinate stretching is just a particular mapping of the coordinate
space to a complex coordinate space (i.e., an analytic continuation of the spatial
variables) [14]. This mapping is defined through

DPUWVD �#X BY 79BFE DKZ HG[ DKZ �#X BY]\ I BFE DKZ H ; � J BFE D Z H� ^ [ DKZ �#_ BFE D H ; �K` BFE D H� (7.7)

so that 579B :: D � :: VDba (7.8)

Therefore, the modified source-free Maxwell’s Equations (7.1)-(7.4) can be written
as Maxwell’s equations in a complex space:V�c�����d�������! 

(7.9)V�c���+�d���&%'�( (7.10)
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(7.11)efhg/n'o�k0l-m
(7.12)

with efpk3qr6ss er(t quvss eu?t qwxss ew k#f�yCz (7.13)

Because Equations (7.9)-(7.12) are formally the same as usual Maxwell’s equations
except for the change of coordinates, their solutions will be the usual solutions to
Maxwell’s equations but with a change of variables according to Equation (7.7). In
particular, closed-form solutions for the fields inside the PML can be written by
inspection from the knowledge of the ordinary closed-form solutions of Maxwell’s
equations. Furthermore, because the complex variables

e{-|�{~}
are always continuous

functions of the real variables
{

for bounded ���9�9�G� according to Equation (7.7)
(regardless of the continuity of �C� ), the resultant fields inside the PML will be
continuous everywhere if the original fields are continuous (the composition of two
continuous functions is a continuous function). In particular, boundary conditions
are preserved by this transformation (and hence the perfectly matched condition).

By writing down the Green’s function inside a metallic box (which can be thought
as an FDTD or FEM computational domain), and doing the transformation (7.7),
one can easily verify that the Green’s function converges to the free space Green’s
function as �1� is increased [14]. Moreover, any propagating eigenfunction (mode)
satisfying Sommerfeld’s radiation condition is continuously mapped, according to
Equation (7.7), into an exponentially decaying function, i.e.,�C��� �S� �~�1���� g �C���/� � m
which characterizes the reflectionless absorption. Note also that, similarly, a purely
evanescent mode is mapped into a mode having both evanescent and propagating
factors. This is one of the reasons why the performance of the PML deteriorates for
evanescent modes and why it is important to choose a profile function ��� |�{~}����
whenever evanescent modes are present.

The above observations are related to the behavior of the PML in the continuum
space. In the continuum, the complex stretching variables ��� do not need to be contin-
uous to arrive at the reflectionless absorption. However, in computational methods,
the space is discretized and any material discontinuities will cause spurious reflec-
tions in the grid. In order to minimize such spurious reflections from discretization,
the complex stretching coordinates are chosen to be smooth, so that, when passing
from the continuum to the discrete case, material discontinuities are minimized. This
amounts to choosing the profile functions �-� |�{~} and �1� |�{~} in Eq. (7.7) to be smooth
functions of

{
.

In the discrete space, spurious reflection from the PML has two main sources.
The first cause is the reflection due to the discontinuity of the material parameters
discussed in the last paragraph. This reflection is dominated by the discontinuity at the
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physical domain to PML interface [11]. The second cause is the reflection from the
grid termination itself. This reflection is present because, in all practical instances, the
PML layer thickness is finite and a residual reflection from the termination will always
be present. This fact establishes the basic trade-off on the practical performance of
the PML. On one hand, it would be better to have the PML loss as large as possible
to reduce the second cause of spurious reflections. On the other hand, larger losses
would mean larger variations on the material parameters, which will increase the
contribution of the first cause of spurious reflections.

7.2.2 Time Domain Analysis

Because the complex coordinates involve a frequency dependence, they would be
represented as convolutional operators in the time domain. However, convolutions
can be avoided by splitting the electromagnetic fields in the same manner as suggested
by Berenger [5]. If we rewrite the � component of Equation (7.1)�����������M����9 6¡¡R¢¤£�¥ �¦�� ¥ ¡¡�§¨£

  (7.14)

and split the fields as ���!�0���  �© ��� ¥ etc., such that�����������   �ª��9 «¡¡R¢x¬�£�¥  �© £�¥ �~ (7.15)

��������� ¥ �ª�� ¥ ¡¡�§®¬�£
  ¥ © £   �~�¯ (7.16)

then the corresponding time domain equations become° � ¡¡R± ���  �©6² �~���   � ¡¡R¢x¬�£�¥  �© £�¥ �~ (7.17)

° � ¡¡R± ��� ¥ ©6² �~��� ¥ � ¡¡�§®¬�£   ¥ © £   �~³¯ (7.18)

where the same procedure applies for the other electric field components in Equation
(7.1) and for the magnetic field components in Equation (7.2). Such splitting may
be done only inside the PML domain (to save memory) or everywhere, i.e., both
inside the PML and in the physical domain (to facilitate parallelization of the code).
The above time-domain equations have the same form as in the original Berenger
formulation, with the added generality of ° � to address evanescent waves. Their
implementation in an FDTD algorithm is straightforward [5], [10]

Apart from its conceptual simplicity, the main advantage of the complex stretching
approach to PML is that it provides a route to generalize the PML concept for
curvilinear geometries and for media with more complex constitutive properties (e.g.,
dispersive and anisotropic). In the next sections, we will treat those generalizations.
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7.3 PML-FDTD FOR DISPERSIVE MEDIA WITH CONDUCTIVE LOSS

7.3.1 Time Domain Analysis

Linear time-dispersive media are often encountered in nature. In such media, broad-
band electromagnetic waves will propagate and attenuate in a frequency-dependent
manner. Therefore, to have a realistic model of propagation of electromagnetic waves
in such media, it is prudent to include the effects of dispersion.

To achieve perfect matching in dispersive media with conductive loss, we assume
the same frequency-dependent parameters everywhere [28]. The PML region is then
set up as the region where the analytic continuation of the spatial variables is enforced.

We start by writing the modified Maxwell’s equations (7.1)-(7.4) in terms of ´
and with a medium conductivity µ explicitly included:¶�·�¸	¹Kº�»¼¹S½¿¾1¹~º�»¼¹!À�ÁÁRÂ�Ã9ÄÂvÅ�ÆSÇ�È (7.19)½�¶�·�¸	¹ ´ »¼¹�ÉÊ¾1¹ ´ »¼¹"É«¸	¹ µ³Æ »¼¹"É¿¶ ¾1¹· µ³Æ »¼¹!À�ÁÁRÂ�Ã9ÄÂvÅ�ËvÇ�Ì (7.20)

Transforming the above back into the time domain, we obtain½�¸	¹ ÁFÍ º�»¼¹M½¿¾1¹Kº�»¼¹!ÀÎÁÁRÂ�ÃCÄÂvÅ�ÆSÇ�È (7.21)¸	¹ ÁFÍ¼´ »¼¹"É6¾1¹ ´ »¼¹"É«¸	¹ µ³Æ »¼¹"É6¾1¹ µPÏ ÍÐ Æ »¼¹ ÃÒÑ ÇÔÓ Ñ À ÁÁRÂ�Ã9ÄÂvÅ�ËvÇ�Ì (7.22)

In the above, for a dispersive medium, we let
º®»¼¹!ÀdÕ Ë »¼¹ while´ »¼¹ ÃÒÖ Ç À0× ÃÒÖ Ç'Ø.Æ »¼¹ ÃÒÖ ÇÙÌ (7.23)

7.3.2 Dispersive Medium Models

For the dispersive medium models, we will assume either a Lorentz relaxation model
or a Debye relaxation model. Both are causal models, so that the Kramers-Kronig
relations are automatically satisfied. Because of this, the permittivity value will be
complex having both frequency-dependent real and imaginary parts. The imaginary
part can be thought of as frequency-dependent loss or conductivity. Furthermore,
normally encountered dispersive response can be modeled as a sum of Lorentz and/or
Debye terms. This can be done, e.g., by first evaluating the dielectric permittivity
and the effective conductivity for various frequencies and then curve fitting the result
by a meromorphic function expanded as a partial fraction expansion with (possibly)
single poles (Debye terms), complex conjugate poles (Lorentz terms), and a pole at·'Ú�À+Û

(static conductivity term), plus a constant term standing for the permittivity
at infinite frequency.
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An Ü -species Lorentzian dispersive medium is characterized by a frequency-
dependent relative permittivity function given byÝCÞàß.á&â0Ýäã�å ÝÙæèç¿é.Þàß.áëê'â$Ýäã9ÝÙæ�ç«Ýäã�Þ�ÝÙì�í(ÝÙæîá?ïðñ*òôó õ ñ ß�öñß öñ í<÷GøCß�ù ñ í�ß ö³ú (7.24)

where é.Þàß.á is the medium susceptibility, ß ñ is the resonant frequency for the û th
species, ù ñ is the corresponding damping factor, and ÝÙã , ÝÙæ are the static and infinite
frequency permittivities, respectively. In the time domain, a corresponding complex
susceptibility function can be defined:üé.ÞÒýþá�âÎÿðñ*òôó ÷�� ñ������	��
��� ��
������ ÞÒýþá ú (7.25)

where � ñ â�� ß öñ í(ù öñ ú (7.26)� ñ â ß�öñ õ ñ Þ�ÝÙì�í(ÝÙæîá� ß öñ í(ù öñ ú (7.27)

and ÿðñ*òôó õ ñ â�� ú (7.28)

so that the time-domain susceptibility function is � � ó å é.Þàß.áëê³â$é.ÞÒýþá�â�� � å üé.ÞÒýþáëê andÝCÞÒýþá&â0Ýäã�� ÝÙæ! ÔÞÒýþá¨ç¿é.ÞÒýþá�" , where � denotes Fourier transform. For a Debye model,
the frequency-dependent permittivity function is written asÝCÞàß.á&â0Ýäã�å ÝÙæèç¿é.Þàß.áëê'â$Ýäã9ÝÙæ�ç«Ýäã6ïðñ*òôó # ñ��í<÷�ß%$ ñ'& (7.29)

In this formula, # ñ is the pole amplitude and $ ñ is the relaxation time for the û th
species. Note that the complex susceptibility function for the Debye relaxation model
can be considered as a special case of (7.25) when ù ñ)( ß ñ and *,+ Þ � ñ á.-0/ . Hence
the expression (7.25) applies to both models through a proper choice of parameters.

The electric flux is related to the electric field via1 ÞÒýþá&â0Ýäã9ÝÙæ32 ÞÒýþá¨ç«Ýäã*é.ÞÒýþá54.2 ÞÒýþá & (7.30)

Using (7.25) in (7.30), we have, for both models,1 ÞÒýþá�â$Ýäã9ÝÙæ32 ÞÒýþá¨ç«Ýäã0ÿðñ*òôó � � � üé.ÞÒýþá54.2 ÞÒýþá " & (7.31)
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We need to incorporate this convolution in the FDTD scheme at a minimal com-
putational cost. In principle, a convolution would require the storage of all time
history of the fields. However, because we are dealing with susceptibilities (convo-
lutional kernels) which have an exponential dependence, it is possible to calculate
this convolution recursively. We start by writing 6,798�:3; , corresponding to the time
discretization of our FDTD scheme and using a piecewise linear approximation [35]
for the electric field in the time-discretization scheme such that<)= 6?>,7 <A@CB = 6EDF8�:G;H>:G; I <A@ JEK D <A@ML'N (7.32)

Equation (7.31) then becomesO @ 7QPSR�PUT < @ B PSR�VWX�Y KCZ\[�]_^ @X�`�a (7.33)

where

^ @X 7 @�b�KWc\Y Redgfihj RX D hk RXml < @�b c B hk RX < @�b c b�KSn [ b5o_p�qgJ�r s�q�t c\u'v N (7.34)

In the above, hj RX and hk RX are constants, which depend on the parameters of the particular
model, given by

hj RX 7xw u'vR hj X = 6?>zy�6,7 {�| X} X B {�~ X d�� D [ b5o_p�qgJ�r s�q�t u'v n a (7.35)

hk RX 7xw u'vR 6 hj X = 6?>zy�6,7 (7.36)

{�| X:G; = } X B {�~ X >?�)� � D0� = } X B {�~ X >m:G; B �g� [ b5o_p�qgJ�r s�q�t u'v�� N (7.37)

Furthermore, ^ @X can be calculated recursively through ^ RX 7�� and

fihj RX D hk RXml < @ B hk RX < @�b�K B ^ @�b�KX [ b�rH�� q u'v a (7.38)

for 8E�0� , where �� X 7 ~ X D { } X .The above equations allow the computation of
O @

given
< @

as the input. However,
one would like to compute

< @
given

O @
as the input in an FDTD scheme as we shall

see later. To this end, we substitute (7.35) and (7.37) into (7.38) to obtainO @ 7QPSR3��PUT B VWX�Y KCZ\[ d�hj RX D hk RX n�� < @ B (7.39)
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�S�������E�C�\�)���� ����'�A��� �'� �S�9�����E�C�\� � ¡ ��� �� � ��¢H£¤�¥�¦'§�¨'© (7.40)

or that ª �5« �S�A¬�m� � � �  � � ��� � �¯® ��� ��° © (7.41)

where m� « �U± � �����E�C�\�³² �´ ��eµ �� ���¶ © (7.42)

 � « �����E�C�\�³²z�� ��³¶ © (7.43)

® ��� � « �����E�C�\� ¬ ¡ ��� �� � ��¢H£¤�¥g¦'§S° (7.44)

depends only on ¡ ��� �� .

7.3.3 Incorporation into FDTD Update

To incorporate the time-domain equations of the previous section into an FDTD
scheme, we need to devise a time-stepping scheme. The space discretization is a
simple issue because those equations involve the same spatial curl operators of the
usual Maxwell’s equations. The time discretization for them is as follows:µ¸·³¹ ¬�º � »e¼½¾ ¹ µ º ���¸¼½¾ ¹ °¿GÀ µFÁ\¹ º � » ¼½¾ ¹ «�Â ¹ �ÃÅÄ �A� © (7.45)·³¹ ¬ ª � » �¾ ¹ µ ª � ¾ ¹ °¿GÀ � Á\¹ ª � » �¾ ¹ � ·³¹�Æ	�A� » �¾ ¹ � Æ�Á\¹�Ç\�¾ ¹ «�Â ¹ �ÃÈÄÈÉ � »e¼½ © (7.46)

where ÇËÊ�Ì?Í «9Î À� �)Ê�ÏCÍ�Ð�Ï . Equation (7.45) can be easily rearranged for time steppingº � »e¼½¾ ¹ « µ ÊM·³¹ � Á\¹ ¿GÀ Í � � � ¿GÀ ¬ Â ¹ �ÃÅÄ � � ° µÑ·³¹ º ���¸¼½¾ ¹ � © (7.47)ÊM·³¹ � Á\¹ ¿GÀ Í ª � » �¾ ¹ � ·³¹�Æ ¿GÀ �A� » �¾ ¹ « (7.48)¿GÀ ¬ Â ¹ �ÃÅÄÒÉ � » ¼½ °.� ·³¹ ª � ¾ ¹ µÑÆ�Á\¹ ¿GÀ Ç\�¾ ¹mÓ (7.49)

However, the left-hand side of (7.49) depends on both
ª � » �¾ ¹ and � � » �¾ ¹ making it

unsuitable for time stepping. To remove this problem, we substitute (7.41) into the
left-hand side of (7.49) so that we have

² ÊM·³¹ � Á\¹ ¿GÀ Í m���S� � ·³¹�Æ ¿GÀ ¶��A� » �¾ ¹ « (7.50)



292 Fast and Efficient Algorithms in CEMÔGÕ,Ö�×³ØEÙÚÅÛÒÜÒÝ Þeßà�á!â¯ã Ø�ä Ý å ØËæÑç�è ØéÔGÕHê Ý å ØËæ0ë ã Ø â è Ø�ÔGÕ?ìzíSîAï�ð�ñgò Ý å Ø â¯ó Ý å Øéô'õ
(7.51)

The above equation is now suitable for time stepping and updating
ò Ý Þ ñå Ø . After ö Ý Þeßàå Ø

is updated (and hence Ü Ý Þ ßàå Ø is updated), it is used in (7.51) to update
ò Ý Þ ñå Ø . On the

right-hand side of (7.51), the other pertinent quantities may be updated as follows:ä Ý å ØG÷ íSî ï ðmî�ò Ý å Ø â ð�ñUò Ý�ø ñå Ø â¯ó Ý�ø ñå Ø¯ô'ù (7.52)ê Ý å ØG÷ ê Ý�ø ñå Ø âûúü ï ò Ý å Ø â ò Ý�ø ñå ØFô ÔGÕ ù (7.53)ý Ýþ�ÿ å Ø ÷ ÖEÙ� îþ æ Ù� îþ á ò Ý å Ø â Ù� îþ ò Ý�ø ñå Ø â ý Ý�ø ñþ�ÿ å Ø�� ø�����
	��� ù (7.54)ó Ý å Ø)÷���þ�� ñ�� ��� ý Ýþ�ÿ å Ø � ø�����
	����� õ (7.55)

The above scheme is repeated for Ú replaced with � and � . Hence, (7.47), (7.51)-
(7.55) constitute the complete updating scheme for the electromagnetic fields in
dispersive media including the PML. Storage is required for Ü å�� , ò å�� , ê å�� , ý þ�ÿ å�� ,� ÷ ú ù������	ù�� ,  ÷ Ú ù � ù � and since each ! å�� has two vector components, we
need to store

ë ú#" â%$ � ì'& values where
&

is the number of simulation nodes,
and

�
is the number of species in the relaxation model. The added storage cost

of simulating a PML dispersive medium is $ � & while the added cost of a PML
conductive medium is to store

ê å�� which is $ & . A nondispersive, nonconductive
PML medium will require ú ü & storage as opposed to the $ & needed in the plain
Yee’s FDTD scheme [1]. Although Equations (7.51)-(7.55) seem to suggest the need
to store the electric field at two successive time steps, this can be avoided in the
numerical algorithm by storing, at each time step, the electric field at the previous
time step in a temporary variable.

To illustrate the accuracy of the PML-FDTD in dispersive media, results from the
FDTD simulation for a homogeneous dispersive half-space problem with conductive
loss are compared against a pseudo-analytical solution. The pseudo-analytical so-
lution is obtained by integrating the frequency-domain Sommerfeld integrals of the
dispersive half-space problem for many excitation frequencies. The result is then
multiplied by the spectrum of the source pulse, and subsequently inverse-Fourier
transformed to yield the time-domain solution. Figure 7.1 compares the results for
the FDTD simulation using both a PML-RC (piecewise-constant electric field) ap-
proach and a PML-PLRC (piecewise-linear electric field) in a dispersive half-space
against the pseudo-analytical solution. The half-space dispersion parameters are
obtained by fitting a two-species (

� ÷ ü
) Debye model to the experimental data

reported by Hipp for the Puerto Rico type of claim loams [28]. The PML for this
example is set up with ten layers and a quadratic taper. The source pulse is the
first derivative of of the Blackmann-Harris pulse [28], at central frequency (*) ÷ ü
+�+
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MHz. The half-space occupies ,�- % of the vertical height of the cubic simulation
region. The simulation is done with a .0/213.54013.565798
-:1;8
-:138
- grid with a
space discretization size <:=07>8@? A�, cm and a time step <0BC7ED�-F? G ps. Assuming
that the origin is at a corner of the cube, then the source is a vertical electric dipole
( H -directed) located at IKJMLNH�L�O*PQ79IRG�8@L�ST8@LUG�8�PN<:= and the J component of the electric
field is sampled at IKJMLNH�L�O*PV7WI'XY8@LUG�8@LUG�8�PN<:= . The field is deliberately sampled in-
side the half-space so that it is more sensitive to its dispersive properties. The results
of Figure 7.1 shows a good agreement between the formulations. Also, no noticeable
reflection due to the grid termination is present.
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Figure 7.1 Sommerfeld solution (solid line) vs. PML-FDTD solution using RC (dotted
line) and PLRC (dashed line) for an infinitesimal vertical electric dipole radiating on top of
dispersive half-space modeled by a two-species Debye model. The PLRC approach presents
a better agreement against the pseudo-analytical Sommerfeld solution. Source: Teixeira and
Chew, IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, 1998, pp. 1928-1937, c
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1998
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7.4 MAXWELLIAN PML

In the previous sections, we have been considering the PML as an analytic contin-
uation of Maxwell’s equations and deriving the time domain equation by splitting
the electromagnetic fields into subcomponents. Because the resultant fields do not
satisfy Maxwell’s equations, this is sometimes called a non-Maxwellian PML.

There is another (dual) formulation of the PML which is quite attractive also.
Through field transformations, it is possible to cast the modified Maxwell’s equa-
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tions in the PML, Equations (7.1)-(7.4), into the familiar Maxwell’s equations but
for a modified medium, with complex anisotropic permittivity and permeability ten-
sors [8], [10]. This results in what is usually called the Maxwellian PML. To show
that, we write the [ component of the Faraday equation in complex space:\R]Q^`_;ab�ced�f agdihjlk d�f amdihn cpoq m d�f agd jlk oq g d�f amd nsr (7.56)

The fields in Equation (7.56) do not satisfy Maxwell’s equations when q
tvuc o (i.e.,
inside the PML), and to make this fact more explicit the superscript w is added onto
the field variables. However, if we multiply (7.56) by q m q g and using the fact that qYt
and d`xyd{z
| commute when z uc z�| , we arrive at\R]Q^ q m q gq b>} q b _ abT~ c�dd j } q g f agy~ k dd n3� q m f am
� r (7.57)

If we then repeat the same procedure for the other components of the curl equations
and introduce a new set of fields defined as f��t c q#t f at , and

_ �t c q#t _ at , then this
new set of fields obeys the usual Maxwell’s equations but on an anisotropic medium
of constitutive parameters � c ^ � and � c�� � , with� c��[ �[�� q m q gq b���� �j �j � q g q bq m���� �n �n � q b q mq g�� r (7.58)

Note that the Maxwellian fields f �t , _ �t coincide with the complex-space fieldsf at , _ at when q#t c o , i.e., in the physical domain. This is necessary since both
formulations are expected to recover the original Maxwellian fields at those points.
Equation (7.58) is the most general form for the constitutive tensors on the Cartesian,
anisotropic PML formulation (corresponding to the PML medium at corner inter-
faces). In a single planar interface case, only the stretching coordinate normal to the
interface has qYt�uc o and, as a result, the medium is uniaxial.

Both Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian PML formulations satisfy the same bound-
ary conditions on the continuity of tangential components of � and � across the
PML interface, another requirement of consistency. This is because their tangential
components differ by factors (tangential stretching variables) which are continuous
across PML interfaces. However, the normal components of � and � satisfy in
general different boundary conditions, since the normal stretching is not necessar-
ily continuous (although in the practical numerical implementation, this is usually
imposed to minimize spurious reflections due to discretization) across the interfaces.

The Maxwellian PML not only provides an interesting setting to study the PML
concept but also provides a theoretical basis (blueprint) for the development of
engineered absorbers [12]. Furthermore, it is more easily implemented on methods
based in variational formulations such as the FEM.
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7.5 EXTENSION TO (BI)ANISOTROPIC MEDIA

Using the analytic continuation of Maxwell’s equations to a complex space, it is
very simple to extend the perfect matching condition in (bi)anisotropic media. All
that is needed is to assume the same constitutive tensors � and � everywhere. The
PML region is then set up as the region where the analytic continuation of the spatial
variables is enforced [29].

7.5.1 Non-Maxwellian Formulation

In a general anisotropic medium, � , � , the fields obey�V�R� ���������W��  (7.59)�R� �¡�# ¢�s�e���5£ (7.60)

Inside the PML, the fields simply obey�V�R� �������¥¤�W��  (7.61)�R� �¡�# ¢�¦¤�e���5£ (7.62)

The major difference here is that, in the anisotropic case, each field component needs
to be split in general into three subcomponents, §C¨5�s§©¨#¨Qª3§©¨#«¬ª3§©¨# , as opposed
to only two, §�¨®�¯§©¨#«Cª�§©¨# , in the isotropic case. This is because the temporal
derivative of the electric (magnetic) field components now depends on all three spatial
derivatives of the magnetic (electric) field, as opposed to only the transverse ones in
the isotropic case. This is related to the fact that such media may support longitudinal
waves, which also need to be absorbed. For example, by letting °3� �F±`² , we have
the following update equations for the §C¨ field:��³K�R�i´ ¨�µ'§©¨#¨5�s¶*¨#2··¹¸iº « � ¶*¨#«®··¹¸iº �» (7.63)��³K�R�i´ «yµ'§©¨#«¼�s¶*¨#¨ ··¹½ º  � ¶*¨# ··¹½ º ¨F» (7.64)��³K�R�i´ #µ'§©¨#C�s¶*¨#« ··�¾ º ¨ � ¶*¨#¨ ··�¾ º «*» (7.65)

and analogous equations for the other components. Alternatively, one can use the¿
and À fields (with component splitting into two subcomponents) in the update

equations and apply the constitutive relations after each time step. However, this
two-step approach is not strictly necessary. For simplicity, we have considered up to
this moment only the anisotropic case. The PML for (bi)anisotropic media follows
along similar lines. In the next section, where we treat the Maxwellian PML case,
this added degree of generality will be included.
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7.5.2 Maxwellian Formulation

It is also possible to develop a Maxwellian PML formulation to match an interior
media which is (bi)anisotropic. Such PML media will be represented by constitutive
tensors ÁyÂMÃ0Ä�Å Á�Æ , Ç ÂMÃ0Ä Å ÇVÆ , È ÂMÃ0Ä Å È¹Æ , and É ÂMÃ0Ä Å É¹Æ , which depend on the partic-
ular tensors Á , Ç , È , and É of the interior (physical) media. The isotropic, anisotropic,
and bi-isotropic cases can be seen as special cases of the general formulation described
below.

We start by rewriting the analytic continuation given by Equation (7.7) by means
of a dyadic function Ê such that Ë¼ÌÎÍË¼Ï Ê¡Ð Ë*Ñ (7.66)Ê Ï�ÒÓ ÒÓÕÔ ÍÓÓ×Ö�Ø ÒÙ ÒÙ�Ô ÍÙÙ¬ÖÚØ ÒÛ ÒÛvÔ ÍÛÛ`Ö¡Ü (7.67)

Furthermore, we can write the modified nabla operator of Equation (7.5) more com-
pactly as

ÍÝ Ï Þ Ð Ý Ñ (7.68)

with Þ ÅàßiÆ Ï�ÒÓ ÒÓ;Ô¡áâ#ã`Ö�Ø ÒÙ ÒÙ�Ôäáâ#å�ÖÚØ ÒÛ ÒÛ2ÔÕáâ#æ�Ö¡Ü (7.69)

Noting that â#ç ÅRè�Æ and é`êyé{è
ë commute for èíìÏ è�ë , and that

Þ
is a diagonal tensor,

the following identity can be verified for any vector function î`Å Ë Æ in Cartesian
coordinates: Ýeïsð Þ¬ñ`ò Ð#îFó Ï Åõô@öø÷ Þ Æ ñ`ò Þ Ð�ù Þ Ð Ý�ú¼ï î Ñ (7.70)

where ô@öø÷ Þ3Ï Å â#ãTâ#å
â#æ Æ ñ`ò . The dyadic Ê also satisfies a similar equation.
In a bianisotropic and dispersive media, the Maxwell’s equations areÝWï�û Å Ë Æ Ï�ü ß×ý®Å Ë Æ Ñ (7.71)ÝWï�þ Å Ë Æ Ï ÿVü ß � Å Ë Æ Ñ (7.72)

with � Å Ë Æ Ï ÁCÐ û Å Ë Æ Ø È�Ð þ Å Ë Æ Ñ (7.73)ý®Å Ë Æ Ï É:Ð û Å Ë Æ Ø ÇíÐ þ Å Ë Æ Ñ (7.74)

where it is understood that both the fields and the constitutive tensors are functions
of frequency.

The PML in complex space for such a medium is obtained by just keeping the
same constitutive parameters everywhere and enforcing the complex stretching on
the PML region. Inside the complex-space PML, the modified Maxwell’s equations
then simply read

ÍÝeï�û�� Å ÍË Æ Ï�ü ß×ý � Å ÍË Æ Ñ (7.75)
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� �������������� 
� ������ (7.76)

with � 
�� ������ �! �" 
� ����$# %& ��
�� ������ (7.77)'&
�� ������ () �" 
� ����$# *+ ��
�� �����, (7.78)

Again, the subscript - indicates that the fields in Equations (7.77)-(7.78) are not
Maxwellian because they are in complex space. Using Equation (7.66) and Equation
(7.68) we can recast Equations (7.77)- (7.78) in the real space domain:. /  �&01� " 
� 2  �����3��� '&
� 2  ����� (7.79). /  �&01�	� 
 � 2  �����4������� 
 � 2  ����, (7.80)

Using Equation (7.70), we write Equations (7.79)-(7.80) as�5�46 /87$9  �" 
� 2  ���;:<�=��� �?>A@CB / � 7$9 /  '&
� 2  C����� (7.81)�5��6 /87$9  ��
� 2  C���;:<������� �?>A@CB / � 7$9 /  � 
�� 2  ����, (7.82)

Introducing a new set of fields defined as"�D � ����� /87$9  " 
�� 2  C����� (7.83)� D � ����� /87$9  ��
�� 2  C����� (7.84)�	D � ����� �?>A@CB / � 7$9 /  �� 
�� 2  C����� (7.85)' D � ����� �?>A@CB / � 7$9 /  ' 
 � 2  ����� (7.86)

and substituting back in Equations (7.81)-(7.82), we have�5� "�D � �����=��� ' D � ����� (7.87)�5�	� D � �������������	D � ����� (7.88)

with� D � �����FE �?>A@CB / � 7$9 . /  �! / 0�G  H" D � ���I#JE �?>A@CB / � 7$9 . /  %& / 0�G  � D � ����� (7.89)' D � ����� E �?>A@CB / � 7$9 . /  (& / 0�G  K"�D � ���L# E �?>A@CB / � 7$9 . /  *M / 0�G  � D � ����, (7.90)

Therefore, the fields " D � � D �N� D � ' D obey the Maxwell’s equations. They also
coincide with the original fields inside the computational domain (non-PML region),
since

2 � / � O there. Furthermore, from Equations (7.83)-(7.86), it is seen
that they present the same attenuative behavior of " 
 � � 
 �N� 
 � ' 
 inside the PML,
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while preserving perfectly matching conditions. As a result, the Maxwellian PML
bianisotropic constitutive parameters are given asPRQTSVU�WYX[Z�\JW?]A^C_ `TZHa$bdc `	e Pfe `Tgih (7.91)j QTSVU WYX[Z�\JW?]A^C_ `TZ a$bdc `	e j e ` g h (7.92)k QTSVU WYX[Z�\JW?]A^C_ `TZHa$bdc `	e k e `Tgih (7.93)l QTSVU WYX[Z�\JW?]A^C_ `TZHa$bdc `	e l e `Tgim (7.94)

These formulas give directly the bianisotropic constitutive parameters that have to be
present both in single interface problems and 2D or 3D corner interfaces. Maxwellian
PML tensors to match isotropic, anisotropic media, or biisotropic media problems
can be taken as special cases of the above formulas. Note that Equation (7.66) bears a
formal resemblance to the expression of an affine transformation. In this respect, we
should note that n Wpo�Z is already a function of position, and therefore Equation (7.66)
defines a nonlinear transformation on o . Moreover, it always preserves the orthog-
onality of the metric, since n is diagonal. In the Fourier domain, the PML may be
viewed simply as a complex mapping (stretching) of the metric.

The fact that a change on the constitutive parameters can mimic the mapping of
the metric (allowing for a Maxwellian PML formulation) is best appreciated using
the language of differential forms for the electromagnetic fields [36]. Using this
language, the constitutive parameters are not simply tensors, but Hodge operators
relating 1-forms ( q , r ) to 2-forms ( s , t ), and carrying all the information about
the metric of the space. The Maxwellian PML formulation is then just a consequence
of the metric independence of Maxwell’s equations. This will be discussed in Section
7.10.

7.6 PML FOR INHOMOGENEOUS MEDIA

By recognizing the PML as a mapping of the coordinate space to a complex space
(and therefore transparent to the constitutive properties of the medium), the imple-
mentation of the PML in inhomogeneous media follows exactly the same lines of the
homogeneous case. Because the PML is a local boundary condition, its implemen-
tation depends only locally on the properties of the medium at the grid termination
surface. The basic difference in this case is that the PML for inhomogeneous media
will also be inhomogeneous at the interface, with its constitutive parameters mirrow-
ing those at the interface plane. In other words, the PML inherits the constitutive
parameters of the interior domain at each point of the interface.

In inhomogeneous media, Maxwell’s equations areu�v	w \4x�y�X�z{Wpo�Z}|<h (7.95)
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~��	���3�������p���}���
(7.96)~J���{�p���}�����L�
(7.97)~J�C���p���}�����L�
(7.98)

The modified Maxwell’s equations in the PML will then just read~&�f�	�����������{�p���}�<�
(7.99)~&�!�	���=�������p���}���

(7.100)~&����{�p���}�4�=�L�
(7.101)~&���C���p���}���=�L�
(7.102)

where
�{�p���

and
���p���

at the PML interface inherit the values from the interior equations
so that

�{�p���
and

���p���
are kept continuous at the physical domain - PML interface.

Inside the PML, it is more natural to choose
�{�p���

and
���p���

to be constant along the
normal direction to the interface to minimize any reflection.

For the Maxwellian PML case, the inhomogeneity is incorporated directly into the
PML constitutive tensors, as they explicitly depend on the

�
and

�
of the media. Again,

because the perfect matching is a local condition, the generalization is achieved by
just replacing

�
and

�
by
�{�p���

and
���p���

in the expressions for the PML constitutive
tensors, i.e., � �=�{�p��� � and � �=���p��� � .

7.7 CURVILINEAR PML

In a variety of problems, it is of interest to employ the FDTD method in non-Cartesian
systems. This is true especially in problems with some kind of cylindrical or spherical
symmetry or to avoid the staircase approximation of curved boundaries [2].

However, the original PML concept applied only to Cartesian coordinates. To
extend its range of applicability, the PML concept was also applied to nonorthogonal
FDTD grids [37], [38] with very good results. However, an only approximate
impedance matching condition was obtained, since the perfect matching condition
was derived based on the assumption that the metric coefficients were independent
of the spatial coordinates.

In this section, we derive the PML media for curvilinear orthogonal coordinate
systems with an exact formulation in the sense that it provides a reflectionless termi-
nation in the continuum limit. The formulation is based on the complex coordinate
stretching approach.
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7.7.1 Cylindrical PML-FDTD

The PML formulation for a cylindrical coordinate system proceeds by writing the
Maxwell’s equations on a complex cylindrical coordinate [15]. For brevity, only the
TM � case will be addressed here, since the TE � case follows by duality. Also, since
in the � direction the PML formulation does not change, only the 2D problem is
treated here. To achieve the reflectionless absorption of the outward traveling waves,
the radial coordinate is mapped through

�&����&�� M¡¢J£ ¡¥¤ �¥¦¨§}©��¥¦I��ª ¡«¤ �A§T¬®�¯ ¡«¤ �A§° ± (7.103)

with £ ¡¥¤ �A§���² ¡¥¤ �A§T¬®�³ ¡«¤ �A§°µ´ (7.104)

The variables ² ¡ and ³ ¡ are added degrees of freedom. In these equations, ³ ¡controls the absorption for propagating waves and ² ¡ increases the decay rate of
evanescent waves, if they exist, along the � direction. In the physical region, we
must set ³ ¡ ��¶ and ² ¡ �4· in order to reduce the modified equations to the original
Maxwell’s equations. In the 3D case, the above transformation is combined with a
similar transformation on the � variable, � �¸�� as in Equation (7.7), at the bottom and
top regions of the cylindrical domain. Because � and � are orthogonal everywhere,
one transformation is carried independently of the other.

To understand the origin of the reflectionless property of this transformation, we
can employ essentially the same arguments used in the Cartesian case and consider
the continuity properties of the transformed variables and fields. As in the Cartesian
case, closed-form solutions for the fields inside the PML can be written by inspection
from the knowledge of the ordinary closed-form solutions of Maxwell’s equations in
free space, by a simple change of variables, �¹�º�� and � �»�� . Furthermore, the
complex variables �� ¤ �A§ and �� ¤ � § are always continuous functions of their arguments
(real variables). This is because they are defined in terms of integrals, Equations (7.7)
and Equation (7.103) of bounded functions £ ¡«¤ �A§ and £ � ¤ � § (note that £ ¡¥¤ �A§ and £ � ¤ � §themselves need not be continuous for the continuity of �� ¤ �A§ and �� ¤ � § to hold). As a
result, the fields inside the PML will be continuous everywhere if the original fields
are continuous (because the composition of two continuous functions is a continuous
function). In particular, all boundary conditions are preserved by this transformation,
and, hence, a perfectly matched interface is obtained.

To avoid numerical reflections due to the discretization process, both ² ¡ and ³ ¡can be chosen to increase gradually in the PML region (similarly to the Cartesian
case). The Maxwell’s equations in the cylindrical complex space then read· ��=¼¼ �� ¤ ��¥½)¾¥§8¿

· ���¼ ½ ¡¼ÁÀ ��¿��°�ÂHÃ � ± (7.105)



Advances in the Theory of PMLs 301Ä ÅÆ�ÇIÈÊÉÇÁËÍÌ=Î�Ï�Ð$Ñ&Ò�Ó (7.106)

ÇIÈÊÉÇ
ÅÆ Ì4Ô�Î�Ï�Ð$Ñ)ÕLÖ (7.107)

By splitting the × component of the electric field ÈfÉ Ì ÈÊÉ Ò�Ø ÈÊÉ Õ , the above can be
rearranged in a form suitable for time-stepping as follows:Ù Î�Ï[Ú�Ò{Û}Ü

Å
ÈÊÉ Ò�Ì�Ô ÇÇ Æ Ù

ÅÆ Ñ)Õ¥ÛIÓ (7.108)

ÈÊÉ Ò�Ì
ÅÆÞÝ$ß ÅÈÊÉ Ò«Ó (7.109)Ù Î�Ï

ÅÆ Û}Ü ÈÊÉ Õ&Ì Ç Ñ&ÒÇÁËàÓ (7.110)Ù Î�Ï
ÅÆ Û}Ü ÈÊÉ Õ&Ì Ç Ñ&ÒÇÁËàÓ (7.111)

ÈÊÉ Ì ÈÊÉ ÒdØ ÈÊÉ ÕáÓ (7.112)Ù Î�Ï[Ú�Ò{ÛâÐ$Ñ)Õ&Ì4Ô ÇIÈÊÉÇ Æ Ó (7.113)Ù Î�Ï
ÅÆ ÛâÐ$Ñ&Ò�Ì ÇIÈÊÉÇÁË�Ö (7.114)

We note here that the splitting is necessary only in the ÈfÉ component ( Ñ É in
the ã ÈÊÉ case). This is because the transversal problem has stretching only in the Æ
direction. This is in contrast to the Cartesian case where all field components need to
be split in the split-field formulation. However, an additional field

Å
ÈÊÉ Ò (convolution

of the original field with the stretched radius) is needed, as well as auxiliary fields
for the convolutions present in Equations (7.108) and (7.109). Substituting Equa-
tion (7.103) and Equation (7.104) into Equations (7.108)-(7.114) and inverse-Fourier
transforming, the following time-domain equations are obtained:äLå

Ò ÇÇáæÊØ+çdÒ
è
Ü
Å
ÈÊÉ Ò Ù æ Û�Ì ÇÇ Æ Ù

ÅÆ Ù æ ÛTé[Ñ)Õ Ù æ ÛKÛÁÓ (7.115)

ÈÊÉ Ò Ù æ Û�Ì
ÅÆÞÝ$ß Ù æ ÛTé

Å
ÈÊÉ Ò Ù æ Û�Ó (7.116)äÞê

Ò ÇÇáæÊØ+ëVÒ
è
Ü ÈÊÉ Õ Ù æ Û�Ì�Ô Ç Ñ&Ò

Ù æ ÛÇÁËìÓ (7.117)

ÈÊÉ Ù æ Û�Ì ÈÊÉ Ò Ù æ ÛTØ ÈÊÉ Õ Ù æ Û�Ó (7.118)ä å
Ò ÇÇáæ Ø+çdÒ

è
Ð$Ñ)Õ Ù æ Û�Ì ÇIÈÊÉ

Ù æ ÛÇ Æ Ó (7.119)
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The above equations can be easily implemented by a cylindrical staggered-grid FDTD
algorithm [39]. The convolutions in (7.115) and (7.116) are explicitly given by�� ø ñKù�� ÷ � ø ñKù�ú î�ï�÷ � ø ñKù ò+ó ï��	�
 ÷ � ø ñ��Yù��ñ���� (7.121)

������ ø ñKù�� �üÊý ï¥ø ñKù�ú��î�ï í �üÊý ï¥ø ñKù8û��� 
 � �
 �üÊý ï¥ø ñ û¹ñ��Yù�� ��� ���� �ñ�� ô � (7.122)

where � 
 ú î�ï�� ó ï . Equations (7.121) and (7.122) can be incorporated in the time
discretization scheme at a minimal computational cost and memory requirement.
For Equation (7.121) this is trivial. For Equation (7.122) this is done by recursive
convolution [17], reducing Equation (7.122) to a recursive relation which is updated
iteratively. With

ñ�ú! ó ñ , we haveü#"ý ï ú��î�ï%$ �ü#"ý ï û'& � û(� �*) �����+#, ".-/� (7.123)

where , " ú �ü "ý ï ò , " ��� � � ) ���� for
 1032

, and , 
 ú42
. This assumes that the

electric field is constant over each time interval ó ñ . A similar formula can be derived
assuming piecewise linear functional dependence over ó ñ [17].

It is important to point out here that the time domain equations (7.115)-(7.120)
are not unique. Many other time domain equations can be derived from the complex-
space frequency domain equations. The scheme of Equations (7.115)-(7.120) in-
volves convolutions and it is used to illustrate that, because of the (Debye-like)
frequency dependence of the complex variables 5 ï¥ø76 ù and

�� ø76 ù , such convolutions
can be reduced to a recursive update and therefore have a very small associated com-
putational cost. However, alternative algorithms can also be derived which avoid any
convolutions at all. One such algorithm is presented in [15]. For instance, this could
be achieved by expanding the radial derivative in Equation (7.105) and settingø98�6 �� ù�:HüÊý ï � ú�û ÷ � � (7.124)ø98�6 5 ï ù�:HüÊý ï<; ú�û ð ÷ �ð � � (7.125)üÊý ï ú�üÊý ï � ò üÊý ï<; ÿ (7.126)

where, in a staggered-grid spatial discretization scheme, the

÷ � in Equation (7.124)
should be taken as an average over half-grid points to preserve second-order accuracy
in space.
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The effect of the transformation in Equation (7.103) can be appreciated by con-
sidering the Green’s function for a point source at =9>@?BA<CD?7E inside a perfect electrically
conducting (PEC) cylinder of radius F :G =BHIAJH ? ELK G =9>DA<C�AM> ? A<C ? ENKOPRQ(S7T�UV =�W�X HZY(H ? X EIY OP\[�]^_a`Ib ]

c _ =�Wd>eE c _ =�Wd>d?.E Q S7T�U_ =�WeFeEc _ =�WeFeE fhg _ S.i b ihj U<k
(7.127)

When the PEC boundary is backed by a concave cylindrical PML, the above maps toG =mlHIAJH ? ELK G = l>DA<C�AM> ? A<C ? ENKOP Q S7T�UV =�W�X9lHZY(H ? X EIY OP\[�]^_a`Ib ]
c _ =�W l>eE c _ =�Wd>d?.E Q S7T�U_ =�W lFeEc _ =�W lF@E f g _ S.i b ihj U A

(7.128)

where l> is defined in Equation (7.103). Note that lF is also complex-valued. The
effect of the cylindrical PML therefore is to make the reflected field (summation term
in Equation (7.128) exponentially small. Furthermore, this analytic continuation
preserves the analyticity on the upper half complex n plane [30]. This is because
the singularities of the Green’s function in Equation (7.127) are due to branch points
(located on the real axis) of the Q S7T�U_ =�o E , and zeros of the denominator functionsc _ =�o E (all on the real axis) [30]. When >	p l> with qsrutwv , all singularities are
translated down to the lower half n -plane, so that the upper half plane is kept free of
any singularity. This is important to ensure that causality is preserved and that the
resultant solutions are dynamically stable [30]. This will be discussed in more detail
in Section 7.8.

To illustrate the absorption of the spurious reflection from the grid termination by
the cylindrical PML, we compare the PML-FDTD solution against an analytic solu-
tion obtained by solving a free-space problem in the frequency domain, multiplying
by the source pulse spectrum, and inverse Fourier-transforming.

Figure 7.2 shows the normalized xzy field computed using the analytic formulation
and the 2-D FDTD algorithm for a line source in a cylindrical grid. The excitation
is the derivative of a Blackmann-Harris pulse centered at {}|zK'~�v�v MHz. The line
source is at =9��A<C�EsK4=�� k ��� |�AJv V E and the field is sampled at =9��A<C�EsK4=B� k ��� |�AJv V E ,
where � |*K!���a{a| . The grid has a hard termination at ��K�� � | . The FDTD algorithm
includes an eight-layer cylindrical PML region before the grid ends, with F�r�K�� and
a quadratic taper on �Dr . The PML thickness is v k ��� | , for a cell size q�>%K � |��d���
in the radial direction. The curves are in excellent agreement and no reflection is
visible. To illustrate the high absorption achieved, the inset shows the simulation of
the same problem without the PML. In the PML-FDTD simulation, the maximum
residual amplitude of the normalized xzy field over the time-window of the reflected
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pulse is less than �e�������@��� , which is less than �@� � % of the maximum amplitude
present in the simulation without PML. This residual field can be attributed not only
to spurious reflections but also to numerical dispersion effects.
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Figure 7.2 Analytic solution for a line source on free-space (dashed line) vs. 2D cylindrical-
grid FDTD solution with eight-layer cylindrical PML (solid line). The inset illustrates the result
of the simulation without the PML. Source: Teixeira and Chew, IEEE Microwave and Guided
Wave Letters, 1997, pp. 285-287, c

�
1997 IEEE.

To accurately quantify the amount of spurious reflection caused by the discrete
cylindrical PML, we follow a methodology discussed in [3]. Two cylindrical FDTD
grids are used, a test domain � � and a benchmark domain � ¡ . The test domain
includes the cylindrical PML, and the benchmark domain has untreated boundaries
but a much larger size. The outer boundaries of �¢¡ are defined so that its spurious
reflections can be causally isolated during the time-stepping when comparing sim-
ulations on the two grids. Therefore, the grid �¢¡ effectively simulates an infinite
grid. Discrepancies between the computed field values in the two grids are produced
by spurious reflection from the PML in the � � domain. Figure 7.3 presents the
local reflection errors obtained from an eight-layer cylindrical PML. Three results
are presented, corresponding to three different angular grid resolutions. The simula-
tions employ a (hard) line source excited by a Blackmann-Harris pulse with central
frequency £�¤*¥�¦���� MHz. The local reflection error is obtained by field sampling at
two grid cells away from the free-space/PML interface of the �¢� domain. The line
source location is eight cells away from the free-space/PML interface. The radial
resolution in all cases is fixed at §�¨ = ©�¤mªd��« . The free-space/PML interface in�/� is situated at ¨}¬¥¯®d©D¤ . The eight-layer PML employs a fourth-order tapered
profile on the imaginary part of the stretching variables and no stretching on the
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real part. The benchmark domain is truncated at °u±³²}´�µ . The local error data is
normalized to the peak value of the incident pulse at the sampling location. The
three angular resolutions considered correspond to values of ¶s· such that °@¸h¶s· =´�¹�²@º<´�¹d»h¼eº<´�¹d»�½ , where °}¸ is at the free-space/PML interface in ¾ ¿ . The results of
Figure 7.3 exemplify the very low reflection levels incurred by the cylindrical PML.
A reflection level better than À�Á�Â dB is obtained with the eight-layer cylindrical
PML.
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Figure 7.3 Local reflection error within test grid observed over the first 300 time steps for
an eight-layer cylindrical PML. Three different angular resolutions for the cylindrical grid
are considered. Source: Teixeira and Chew, IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote
Sensing, 2000, pp. 1530-1543, c
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7.7.2 Spherical PML-FDTD

In spherical coordinates, the reflectionless absorption of outward traveling waves is
achieved through the analytic continuation on the radial variable:

Ä�ÅÇÆÄ ±ÉÈËÊ¸ÍÌ Ê�Î Ä�Ï7Ð�Ñ�Ä�Ï ±!Ò Ê�Î ÄaÐRÓ	Ô ¶ ÊaÎ ÄaÐÕ º (7.129)

with

Ì Ê�Î ÄaÐ ±!Ö ÊaÎ ÄaÐRÓ	Ô ¾ ÊaÎ ÄaÐÕ º (7.130)
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from which the generalized Faraday’s law in a form suitable for time-stepping reads×9Ø�Ù#ÚÛ�ÜÞÝ�ßsàzá âãMä å æèçLéé æ × ãMä å æ�êzë ÜIì é
êzí
é�î

ï�ð
(7.131)

×9Ø�Ù*ñ à�ÜÞÝ Úß í á âãMä å æÉéé�î ×�ñ à ê à�ÜIì é
Úêzë
é Û

ð
(7.132)×9Ø�Ù*ñ à�ÜÞÝ Úß ë á é Úêzíé Û ì éé æ ×�ñ à ê à�Ü

ð
(7.133)ß í á ÚÛ}ò�ó Úß í ð (7.134)ß ë á ÚÛ ò�ó Úß ë�ô (7.135)

The time-domain version of the above isõ�ö à ééD÷¢ø�ù àmúûÝ�ßsà × ÷ ÜLáÍìüâãMä å/æ�çNéé æ × ãMä å æ�êzë × ÷ ÜMÜIì é
êzí × ÷ Üé�î

ïýð
(7.136)õ@þ à ééD÷¢ø�ÿ àmúûÝ Úß í × ÷ ÜLáÍì âãMä å æÉéé�î � ñ à × ÷ Ü�� ê à × ÷ Ü�� ø é Úêzë × ÷ Üé Û

ð
(7.137)õ@þ à ééD÷¢ø�ÿ àmúûÝ Úß ë × ÷ ÜLáÍì é

Úêzí × ÷ Üé Û ø éé æ ×�ñ à × ÷ Ü�� ê à × ÷ ÜMÜ ð (7.138)ß í × ÷ ÜLá ÚÛ}ò�ó × ÷ Ü�� Úß í × ÷ Ü ð (7.139)ß ë × ÷ ÜLá ÚÛ ò�ó × ÷ Ü�� Úß ë × ÷ Ü ô (7.140)

Similar generalization is made on Ampere’s law:×9Ø�Ù#ÚÛ�Ü�� ê àzáÍì âãMä å æèçNéé æ × ãMä å/æ ß ë ÜRì é
ß í
é�î

ï�ð
(7.141)

×9Ø�Ù*ñ à�Ü�� Úêzí áÍì âãMä å æÉéé�î ×�ñ à�ßsà�Ü ø é
Úß ë
é Û

ð
(7.142)×9Ø�Ù*ñ à�Ü�� Úêzë áÍì é Úß íé Û ø éé æ ×�ñ àmßsà�Ü

ð
(7.143)êzí á ÚÛ ò�ó Úêzí ð (7.144)êzë á ÚÛ ò�ó Úêzë ð (7.145)

resulting in following time-domain equations suitable for time-stepping:õ ö à ééD÷ ø�ù à ú � ê à × ÷ ÜLá âãMä å/æèçLéé æ × ãMä å æ ß ë × ÷ ÜMÜ�ì é
ß í × ÷ Üé�î

ï ð
(7.146)
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	��������� ������������ � �"! #$ % &(' *),+ - � � � ��.0/ � � � ��1�2  �/43 � � ��576 (7.147)�
	�������8� �9������ 3 � � �"!  �/ �:� � ��5 2  ' � - � � � ��.0/ � � � � � 6 (7.148)���:� � ��! �5<;>= � � ��. ����:� � � 6 (7.149)� 3 � � ��! �5<;>= � � ��. �� 3 � � ��?
(7.150)

From the above equations, it is seen that, in spherical coordinates, there is no need
to split the fields at all. This is because the PML can be achieved through complex
stretching in the radial variable

5
only. This is in contrast to the Cartesian case,

where in the 3D situation there are twelve field components after field splitting and
six boundary surfaces to treat. However, additional fields components are needed
inside the spherical PML: - � � �

,

����
,

�� 3
, - � / �

,

�/ �
, and

�/43
(as well as one auxiliary

field for the convolutions). Analogously to the cylindrical case, those convolutions in
can be calculated recursively as in the cylindrical case. Moreover, alternative time-
domain PML algorithms in spherical coordinates which avoid convolutions altogether
can also be easily derived, as described in [15].

To illustrate the absorption of the spurious reflection from the grid termina-
tion by the spherical PML, we again compare the PML-FDTD solution against
an analytic solution in free-space. Figure 7.4 shows the normalized

�@�
field com-

puted with the analytic formulation and the 3D FDTD algorithm for a point source
in a spherical grid with the same excitation pulse. The ' -polarized dipole is at� 5 6 ' 6 )A��! �CB ? D�E�F 6HG�I:J:6HI:J � . The field is sampled at

� 5 6 ' 6 )A��! �LK EAF 6HG�I:J:6HI:J � . The
grid is terminated at

5M!ON�EAF
. The FDTD algorithm includes an eight-layer spherical

PML region before the grid ends, with

	P� ! # and a quadratic taper on Q �
. The PML

thickness is I ? R<E�F , for a cell size S 5T!UEAF�V #WI in the radial direction. Again, no
reflection is visible. The small oscillation after the passage of the incident pulse is
also present in the simulation without PML and can be attributed to the discretization
errors and numerical dispersion effects due to the high grid curvature in the simu-
lation region. For illustration, the inset shows the simulation of the same problem
without the PML. In the PML-FDTD simulation, the maximum residual amplitude
of the normalized

��X
field for

�0Y G ns is less than #�Z4#WI ;A[
, which which is less than

3% of the maximum amplitude present in the simulation without PML. Again, the
residual field includes not only the spurious reflection but also numerical dispersion
effects.

7.7.3 Maxwellian PML in Cylindrical and Spherical Coordinates

In previous sections, we have shown that the Cartesian PML admits two distinct
formulations in the frequency domain. In the first formulation (non-Maxwellian), the
PML fields are the analytic continuation of the original physical fields. In the second
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Figure 7.4 Analytic solution for an infinitesimal electric dipole on free-space (dashed line)
vs. 3D spherical-grid FDTD solution with eight-layer spherical PML (solid line). The inset
illustrates the result of the simulation without the PML. Source: Teixeira and Chew, IEEE
Microwave and Guided Wave Letters, 1997, pp. 285-287, c

\
1997 IEEE

formulation, the PML fields obey Maxwell’s equation in a medium with complex
permittivity and permeability constitutive tensors. This is also true for dispersive
and/or (bi)anisotropic interior media.

By analogy to the Cartesian case, it is also possible to derive corresponding
Maxwellian PMLs in cylindrical and spherical coordinates through suitable transfor-
mations in the analytically continued fields [31].

In the cylindrical system, we write Faraday’s law in the complex space as]C^"_>`,ab@ced fgihAj akh*lnm hAj aoh fprq (7.151)

]C^"_>` ao c hAj abh fp m hAj akh fgsq (7.152)]C^"_>`,ak@ctd fgOhh fg0u fg j ao�v m d fg hAj abh*lrw (7.153)

From the definition of the complex variables
fg and

fp in Equation (7.103) and Equa-
tion (7.7), respectively, we have h>xyh fg c u d x:z b v h>xyh g and h>xyh fp c u d x:z k v h>xyh p .
If we substitute these last identities Equations (7.151)-(7.153), multiply Equation
(7.151) by z k u fg x g v , Equation (7.152) by z k z b , and Equation (7.153) by z b u fg x g v ,
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then Equations (7.151)-(7.153) can be recast into the following form:{C|"}�~y���������W��W� ��� �W���,������e�����*�i� �W������y��� ��A� � �� � ���n��� (7.154){C|"}�~y� � ���� �W���W� � � �� � ����� � ��A��� �W������ � � �� � � �W������ � � (7.155){C|"}�~y���������W��W� � � �W�W�,��:���e��s�� � ~ � � �� � ���¡� � �¢�����*� � �W������y� £ (7.156)

From Equations (7.154)-(7.156) and their duals (Ampere’s law), we see that a new
set of fields defined by ��¤� � �W�W� �� , ��¤� � � ��
¥�� � � �� , ��¤� � �W�W� �� (similarly for
the ¦ field), obeys Maxwell’s equations on an anisotropic medium of constitutive
parameters § � } ¨

and © �sª ¨ , with¨ �e«� «� ������� � �W��W� �8¬ «� «� � � ���� � �W�y�W� � ¬ «� «� ������� � �W��W� � £ (7.157)

An alternative derivation of the 2D version of Equation (7.157) (with �:� � � ) through
a graphical approach is presented in [40]. By defining � � � � ��
¥�� � , the above tensor
and the field mapping equations have the same formal appearance as in the Cartesian
case. Both Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian formulations satisfy the same boundary
conditions on the continuity of tangential fields across the PML interface. This
is because the corresponding tangential fields differ by factors that are continuous
across PML interfaces � � �� and � � �  (since �W� is a function of � only, ��� is a
function of � only, and ��
¥�� is continuous everywhere as implied by their definition
through an integral). Because of this, the perfect matching condition for one of the
formulations follows automatically from the other, a requirement of consistency.

In spherical coordinates, we write Faraday’s law on complex space as{C|"} �,�® � ��¯�° ± ²´³ ~ �� ³ � ° ± ²(³ ���� �(� �A� �µ�*� � � (7.158){C|"} �,�µ � ��¯�° ± ²(³��A� �®�*� �¶� �¯·�� �¯ � �¯ ���� � � (7.159){C|"} � �� � � �¯ �� �¯ � �¯ � �µ ��� � �¯ �A� �®� ³O� (7.160)

with �¯ being defined as in Equation (7.129). If we substitute � ¥ � �¯ � � � ¥ � ® � � ¥ � ¯ in
Equations (7.159)-(7.160),multiply Equation (7.158) by � �¯¸¥�¯ �º¹ , and Equations (7.159)-
(7.160) by � ® � �¯<¥�¯ � , then Equations (7.158)-(7.160) can be recast as{C|"}4»�� �¯¯*� ¹ �� ®<¼ � � ® � �® ��� (7.161)



310 Fast and Efficient Algorithms in CEM½¾�¿ À Á´Â�ÃÅÄÄ Â4Æ ¿ À Á(Â�ÇÉÈ¾:Ê�ËÌ¾ÎÍ(Ï�ÐÑÄÄ*Ò Ç È¾yÊ�ËÓ¾ÔÍ4Õ×Ö (7.162)ØCÙ"Ú�ÛWÜ Ç È¾:Ý ËÓ¾nÍrÞ ½¾ ¿ À Á(ÂrÄÄ*Ò,ß ÛWÜ Ê ËÜyà Ð ½¾·ÄÄ ¾�Æ ¾�Ç@È¾:Ê ËÌ¾ÎÍ(ÏÉÖ (7.163)ØCÙ"Ú�ÛWÜ ÇÉÈ¾:Ý,ËÌ¾¡Í Þ ½¾·ÄÄ ¾�Æ ¾ Ç È¾:Ê�ËÓ¾eÍ(Ï Ð ½¾8ÄÄ Â ß ÛWÜ Ê ËÜyà Ö (7.164)

and similarly for Ampere’s law. A set of fields defined by Ê�áÜ Þ ÛWÜ Ê�Ëâ , Ê�áÌ Þß È¾<ã�¾ à Ê�ËÌ Ê�áÓ Þ ß È¾<ã�¾ à Ê�ËÓ (similarly for the ä field), obeys Maxwell’s equations in an

anisotropic medium of constitutive parameters å Þ Ú æ
and ç Þsè æ , withæ Þêé¾ é¾"Ç È¾¾*Í*ë Ç ½ÛWÜ Í�ìîí ï´Ððé¾ é¾�ñ ÛWÜ:ò

(7.165)

By defining
Û Ó Þ Û Ì Þ ß È¾�ã�¾ à , then this tensor and the field mapping equations have

the same formal appearance as the previous ones. The continuity of È¾<ã�¾ everywhere
implies that both formulations will satisfy the same boundary conditions on the
continuity of the tangential fields across a PML interface at ¾ Þ ¾�ó . The perfectly
matched condition for one of the formulations then follows automatically from the
other.

7.7.4 Conformal (Doubly Curved) PML

As with any ABC, it is of interest to investigate the possibility of further extending
the PML concept to a conformal PML. A conformal ABC has the advantage of
promoting, when used in combination with conformal computational grids, a further
reduction of the amount of buffer space in the computational domain around the
scatterer.

In this section, we present an analytic derivation of a 3D conformal PML on
a general orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system [32]. The conformal PML also
admits a Maxwellian formulation where it can be expressed in terms of an anisotropic
constitutive tensor depending on the local radii of curvature of the termination surface.
The derivation is achieved through a complex stretching of the normal coordinate
along the PML (or termination surface). The previously derived PMLs in Cartesian,
cylindrical, and spherical coordinates are shown to be special cases of this conformal
PML.

We start by introducing a convex (when viewed from the outside), closed-surfaceô
around the scatterer(s), representing the interface between free space and the PML

region. For a concave scatterer or for a group of scatterers, such a surface can always
be chosen by considering its convex hull. Note that a convex surface

ô
defines a

concave surface PML as seen from inside the computational domain. The restriction
to a concave PML is an important one, as will be discussed later on.
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At any given point õ on ö , a local, right-handed reference frame can be defined
through the orthonormal vectors ÷øHù , ÷ø�ú , ÷û . The unit vectors ÷øHù and ÷ø�ú are tangent
to ö at õ along the principal lines of curvature, and ÷û8ü ÷øHù@ý ÷ø�ú is the unit vector
that is outwardly normal to ö at this point. In terms of local coordinates þ ù , þ ú , þ¸ÿ ,
we write ÷ø�� ü������	�
� þ ��� ������	�
� þ �  , � ü��	��� , and ÷ûðü������	�
� þ¸ÿ � ������	�
� þ¸ÿ  ,
where � is the position vector. This reference frame is called a Darboux-Dupin
frame, and the first fundamental form induced by the coordinates þ ù and þ ú on the
surface ö is diagonal [41]. As a consequence, the curvilinear coordinate systemþ ù , þ ú , þ¸ÿ is orthogonal, having a diagonal metric. Any point õ�� in this local
reference frame is uniquely denoted by the local coordinates þ ù , þ ú , þ¸ÿ . The equationþ¸ÿ ü�� represents the surface ö . The points of constant þ�ÿ correspond to parallel
surfaces in distance þWÿ to S, and the unit vectors are functions of þ ù and þ ú , only:÷øHù ü ÷øHù � þ ù � þ ú�� , ÷ø�ú ü ÷ø�ú � þ ù � þ ú�� , ÷ûOü ÷û�� þ ù � þ ú�� . If the principal radii of curvature
at the point õ in ö are given by ��� ù � þ ù � þ ú�� and ��� ú � þ ù � þ ú�� (both positive for ö
convex), then at a point õ � , they will be given by � ù � þ ù � þ ú � þ¸ÿ � ü ��� ù � þ ù � þ ú��"! þ¸ÿ
and � ú � þ ù � þ ú � þ¸ÿ � ü ��� ú � þ ù � þ ú���! þ¸ÿ .

It is well known that in any orthogonal system of curvilinear coordinates þ ù , þ ú , þ¸ÿ
defined by the diagonal metric # � $ ü # � ��%�� $ with # � � ü'& ú� , � ü(� , � , ) , the Maxwell’s
equations for an isotropic medium are written as [42]�& ú & ÿ * �� þ ú ��& ÿ�+�ÿ �-, �� þ¸ÿ ��& ú + ú��/.0, ��13254 ù ü'�6� (7.166)�& ÿ & ù * �� þ¸ÿ ��& ù + ù��-, �� þ ù ��& ÿ�+�ÿ �/.0, ��13254 ú ü'�6� (7.167)�& ù & ú * �� þ ù ��& ú + ú��-, �� þ ú ��& ù + ù7�/.0, ��13254�ÿ ü'�6� (7.168)

�� þ ù ��& ú & ÿ�8�+ ù��5! �� þ ú ��& ÿ & ù 8�+ ú���! �� þ¸ÿ ��& ù & ú 8�+�ÿ � ü'& ù & ú & ÿ79 � (7.169)�& ú & ÿ * �� þ ú ��& ÿ�4�ÿ �-, �� þ¸ÿ ��& ú 4 ú���.�! ��1:8�+ ù ü<; ù � (7.170)�& ÿ & ù * �� þ¸ÿ ��& ù 4 ù��-, �� þ ù ��& ÿ�4�ÿ ��.�! ��1:8�+ ú ü<; ú � (7.171)�& ù & ú * �� þ ù ��& ú 4 ú��-, �� þ ú ��& ù 4 ù7��.�! ��1:8�+�ÿ ü<; ÿ � (7.172)

�� þ ù ��& ú & ÿ�254 ù7��! �� þ ú ��& ÿ & ù 254 ú���! �� þ¸ÿ ��& ù & ú 254�ÿ � ü'�6= (7.173)
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Using the local coordinate system defined above, we have >5?A@CB
?�D�B�E7? , >GFH@B�F
D�B�E�F , and >GIJ@(K .
It has been observed previously that the modified Maxwell’s equations for PML

media in Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical coordinates reduce to the ordinary
Maxwell’s equations on a complex space, where the L , M , N (Cartesian), O , N (cylin-
drical), and B (spherical) coordinates are analytically continued to a complex space
to achieve a reflectionless absorption on the corresponding directions.

In strict analogy to the Cartesian, cylindrical, and spherical PMLs, the conformal
PML can be obtained through complex stretching (analytic continuation to the upper-
half complex plane) on the normal coordinate P�I :
P�IRQTSP�IR@VU�W�XEZY\[�]	^�_`] @aU�W�XEcb6de[�]	^�f�gih [�]	^jlk _`] @Vm [ P�I ^5f�gin [ P�I ^jpo (7.174)

where dAq K and h qsrThe effect of this stretching on a vector propagating wave can be seen, e.g., by
locally expanding the wave in terms of a generalized Wilcox expansion [43], [44] in
terms of the coordinates P
? , P�F , P�I :t [ P�? o P�F o P�I ^ @ u�vxw�y W�Xz	{ [ B
?|B�F ^ ?~}�F �����i� E

t � [ P�? o P�F ^[ B
?|B�F ^ � }�F o (7.175)

where �iE�@ j D
� . Note that the lowest-order term in Equation (7.175) corresponds to
the geometrical optics spreading factor for a doubly curved wavefront. By applying
the mapping of Equation (7.174) in Equation (7.175), we arrive att [ P�? o P�F o SP�I ^ @Cu	���~�`����� W�X~� u�vxw�y���� W�X��z	{ [ SB
? SB�F ^ ?~}�F �����i� E t � [ P�? o P�F ^[ SB
? SB�F ^ � }�F o (7.176)

where SB
? @�B�E7? f SP�I , SB�F0@�B�E�F f SP�I , and the induced exponential decay along the
normal coordinate for h q<r is evident. Also, if d�q K , additional attenuation can
be achieved for evanescent waves, if they exist. This is analogous to the Cartesian
PML. Note also that the complex stretching on the normal coordinate preserves
the transverse field distributions. Furthermore, if the original field

t [ Pi? o P�F o P�I ^ is
continuous everywhere, then the analytically continued field

t [ P	? o P�F o SP�I ^ will also
be continuous everywhere, from the continuity of SP [ P ^ . Boundary conditions over the
PML interface are automatically preserved. However, the field in Equation (7.176)
does not obey Maxwell’s equations. Instead, the substitution of Equation (7.174) in
Equations (7.166)-(7.173) leads to the following set of equations inside the conformal
PML: KS>GF����� P�F [�� I ^"�

KY �� P�IH� S>GF � F��G� ��g j3�5� ? @ r o (7.177)



Advances in the Theory of PMLs 313¡¢£e¤¦¥ ¡§C¨¨�©�ªH« ¢£e¤|¬R¤|�® ¨¨�© ¤�¯ ¬ ª�°�± ®�²�³3´5µ·¶¹¸'º6» (7.178)¡¢£e¤ ¢£G¶ ¥ ¨¨�© ¤ « ¢£G¶�¬¹¶��® ¨¨�© ¶ « ¢£e¤|¬R¤7 ± ®�²�³3´5µ ª ¸'º6» (7.179)

¨¨�© ¤ « ¢£G¶�¼�¬R¤7¾½ ¨¨�© ¶ « ¢£e¤|¼�¬¹¶�A½
¡§C¨¨�©�ªH« ¢£e¤ ¢£G¶�¼�¬ ª ¿¸Àº6» (7.180)¡¢£G¶ ¥ ¨¨�© ¶ ¯ µ ª�° ®

¡§ ¨¨�©�ª « ¢£G¶�µ·¶  ± ½Á²�³:¼�¬R¤ ¸'º6» (7.181)¡¢£e¤ ¥ ¡§C¨¨�©�ªH« ¢£e¤|µA¤|�® ¨¨�© ¤�¯ µ ª�°�± ½Á²�³:¼�¬¹¶¹¸'º6» (7.182)¡¢£e¤ ¢£G¶ ¥ ¨¨�© ¤ « ¢£G¶�µ·¶��® ¨¨�© ¶ « ¢£e¤|µA¤| ± ½�²�³:¼�¬ ª ¸Àº6» (7.183)

¨¨�© ¤ « ¢£G¶7´5µA¤7¾½ ¨¨�© ¶ « ¢£e¤�´5µ·¶�¾½
¡§C¨¨�©�ªH« ¢£e¤ ¢£G¶7´5µ ª ¿¸Àº6» (7.184)

where we used
¢£e¤R¸ ¢Â ¤�Ã Â�Ä ¤ , ¢£G¶Å¸ ¢Â ¶�Ã Â�Ä ¶ (since these metric coefficients are func-

tions of ©�ª and must be changed accordingly),
£ ª ¸ ¡ , and ¨ Ã ¨ ¢©�ª ¸ ¯ ¡ Ã § ° ¯ ¨ Ã ¨�©�ª�° .No sources are assumed inside the PML.

A system of differential equations first-order in time can be derived from Equa-
tions (7.177)-(7.180) and Equations (7.181)-(7.183) with the aid of auxiliary fields,
in a manner very similar to that for cylindrical and spherical coordinates [15]. A
time-stepping scheme can then be easily implemented.

We can summarize some basic properties of this new system of partial differential
equations, in the case of a concave PML, as follows. (a) In the physical region (i.e.,
where § ¸ ¡ ), it reduces to the usual Maxwell’s equations. (b) Any closed-form field
solution of the Maxwell’s equations in this general orthogonal curvilinear system can
be mapped to solutions of this new system through a simple analytic continuation
on the normal variable ©�ª Æ ¢©�ª , as is done in the passage from Equation (7.175) to
Equation (7.176). No reflected field is induced due to this analytic continuation (in the
continuum). (c) This analytic continuation preserves the analyticity of the solutions
on the upper half complex

³
plane, as long as we limit ourselves to positive radii of

curvature ( Â�Ä ¤�ÇVº and Â�Ä ¶·Çaº ) (concave or planar PML). This means that, in this
case, the resultant frequency-domain solutions are still causal in terms of a real-axis
Fourier inversion contour, or, equivalently, that the solutions are dynamically stable.
Otherwise (nonconcave, nonplanar PML), the solutions will contain singularities in
the upper half plane implying time-domain solutions that may grow unbounded, as
will be discussed later.

The fact that this system of equations is not the original Maxwell’s equations
is a drawback for some applications. To derive a Maxwellian conformal PML
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absorber, we introduce a new set of fields ÈÉ¹Ê , ÈË·Ê obtained by using the following
transformations on the

ÉJÊ
,
Ë·Ê

fields of Equations (7.177)-(7.184): ÈÉRÌÎÍ�Ï ÈÐ Ì�Ñ Ð Ì7Ò�ÉRÌ ,ÈÉ¹ÓRÍ(Ï ÈÐ Ó
Ñ Ð Ó�Ò�É¹Ó , ÈÉ¹ÔJÍVÕ�É¹Ô , ÈËAÌÎÍ�Ï ÈÐ Ì�Ñ Ð Ì7Ò�ËAÌ , ÈË·ÓJÍ�Ï ÈÐ Ó�Ñ Ð Ó�Ò�Ë·Ó , ÈË·ÔJÍVÕ�Ë·Ô .
We note that, since the factors

Ï ÈÐ Ê/Ñ Ð Ê�Ò are continuous along the free-space-PML
interface (both Ö Ê and È× Ô are continuous), the original tangential fields

ÉÅÌ
,
ËAÌ

,
É¹Ó

,Ë·Ó
, and the transformed tangential fields ÈÉRÌ , ÈËAÌ , ÈÉ¹Ó , ÈË·Ó obey the same set of

boundary conditions at the free-space-PML interface. Therefore, since
É Ì

,
ËAÌ

,
É¹Ó

,Ë·Ó
are perfectly matched at this interface, ÈÉRÌ , ÈËAÌ , ÈÉ¹Ó , ÈË·Ó are also perfectly matched.

Furthermore, by substituting the transformed fields into Equations (7.177)-(7.184),
we arrive at the following equationsØÐ Ó�ÙHÚÚ × ÓAÈÉ¹ÔÎÛ ÚÚ × ÔHÜ Ð Ó ÈÉ¹Ó�ÝGÞ0Û�ß�à3á0â Õ

Ð Ì ÈÐ ÓÈÐ Ì Ð Ó�ã ÈËAÌ¹ÍÀä6å (7.185)ØÐ Ì¦ÙHÚÚ × ÔHÜ Ð Ì ÈÉRÌ|Ý�Û ÚÚ × Ì·ÈÉ¹Ô|Þ0Û�ß�à3á0â Õ È
Ð Ì Ð ÓÐ Ì ÈÐ Ó�ã ÈË·ÓRÍÀä6å (7.186)ØÐ Ì Ð Ó�Ù ÚÚ × Ì Ü Ð Ó ÈÉ¹Ó Ý Û ÚÚ × Ó Ü Ð Ì ÈÉRÌ Ý Þ0Û�ß�à3á0â0È
Ð Ì ÈÐ ÓÕ Ð Ì Ð Ó ã ÈË·ÔJÍ'ä6å (7.187)

ÚÚ × Ì�æ Ð Ó�ç5â Õ
Ð Ì ÈÐ ÓÈÐ Ì Ð Ó5ã ÈÉRÌ�è�é (7.188)

ÚÚ × Ó æ Ð Ì|ç5â Õ È
Ð Ì Ð ÓÐ Ì ÈÐ Ó�ã ÈÉ¹Ó�è�é ÚÚ × Ô æ Ð Ì Ð Ó�ç5â·È

Ð Ì ÈÐ ÓÕ Ð Ì Ð Ó ã ÈÉ¹Ô�è¦ÍÀä6å (7.189)ØÐ Ó�Ù�ÚÚ × ÓHÈË·Ô Û ÚÚ × ÔHÜ Ð Ó ÈË·Ó�Ý�Þ é�ß�à:ç5â Õ
Ð Ì ÈÐ ÓÈÐ Ì Ð Ó�ã ÈÉRÌÎÍ'ä6å (7.190)ØÐ Ì¦Ù�ÚÚ × ÔHÜ Ð Ì ÈËAÌ|Ý�Û ÚÚ × ÌAÈË·Ô|Þ é�ß�à:ç5â Õ È
Ð Ì Ð ÓÐ Ì ÈÐ Ó�ã ÈÉ¹ÓJÍ'ä6å (7.191)ØÐ Ì Ð Ó�ÙHÚÚ × ÌAÜ Ð Ó ÈË·Ó�Ý�Û ÚÚ × ÓHÜ Ð Ì ÈËAÌ|ÝGÞ�é�ß�à:ç5â0È
Ð Ì ÈÐ ÓÕ Ð Ì Ð Ó ã ÈÉ¹ÔRÍ'ä6å (7.192)

ÚÚ × Ì�æ Ð Ó7á0â Õ
Ð Ì ÈÐ ÓÈÐ Ì Ð Ó�ã ÈËAÌ�è�é (7.193)

ÚÚ × Ó æ Ð Ì�á0â
Õ ÈÐ Ì Ð ÓÐ Ì ÈÐ Ó5ã ÈË·Ó�è�é ÚÚ × Ô æ Ð Ì Ð Ó7á0â·È

Ð Ì ÈÐ ÓÕ Ð Ì Ð Ó ã ÈË·Ô�è¦ÍÀä6ê (7.194)
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A careful look at Equations (7.185)-(7.194) reveals that they are just the Maxwell’s
equations on the original orthogonal curvilinear coordinates system of Equations (7.166)-
(7.173) characterized by the (real) metric ë`ì íRîsë	ì ì�ï�ì í with ë	ì ì�îVðGñì , ò�î<ó	ô�õöô�÷ , andðGøJî(ó , but now for an anisotropic medium, whose constitutive parameters are given
by ùsîsú û and üÅîÀý û , withûþîþÿ��� ÿ��� ��� ð ���ð ñ�ð � ð ñ	��
 ÿ� ñ ÿ� ñ ��� �ð � ð ñð ���ð ñ��
 ÿ� ÿ� � �ð ���ð ñ� ð � ð ñ ��� (7.195)

The significance of this result is that it is possible to achieve reflectionless absorption
of electromagnetic waves incident on a smooth, concave surface having anisotropic
constitutive tensors given by Equation (7.195), depending on the local principal
radii of curvatures. Note that since Equation (7.195) is a formula of a constitutive
parameter, it is independent of any coordinate system (even though we have used
a particular one to derive it). This simply means that, given a concave surface
termination (as viewed from inside), we can indeed this anisotropic conformal PML
in any coordinate system, by expressing the local radii of curvature and the normal
stretching as functions of the new coordinates.

An interesting point to observe is the local interplay between the physics of the
medium and the geometry, as the (local) constitutive parameters depend on the (local)
geometry of the termination.

The previously derived Cartesian, cylindrical, and spherical Maxwellian PMLs
are just special cases of the above. The Cartesian PML is obtained by setting��� � î ��� ñ î�� , so that

�ð � î �ð ñ î ó . Furthermore, if ÿ��� î ÿ� and ÿ� ñ î ÿ� , thenÿ� î ÿ� , and
� î ����� � � for attenuation in the � direction. Since û ��� � � is a function of� only, we can combine it with subsequent stretchings in the � and � directions (for

corner regions).
The cylindrical PML is obtained by setting ��� � î!� , ��� ñ î#" , so that

�ð ��$ ð � îó , and
�ð ñ $ ð ñ î �" $ " . Furthermore, ÿ��� î ÿ% , ÿ� ñ î ÿ� , ÿ� î ÿ" , and

� î ��&�� " �
for attenuation in the " direction. Since û &�� " � is a function of " only, we can
combine it with a subsequent stretching (Cartesian) on the � direction (orthogonal to" everywhere) also.

The spherical PML is obtained by setting ��� � î ��� ñ î � , so that
�ð ��$ ð � î�ð ñ $ ð ñ î �� $ � . Furthermore, ÿ��� î ÿ' , ÿ� ñ î ÿ% , ÿ� î ÿ� , and

� î ��()� �*� for attenuation in
the � direction.

In the following of this section, we review results of the FDTD simulations
on conformal (body-fitted) grids employing the conformal PML on the outer grid
termination [45].

Figure 7.5 depicts three examples of grids where the application of a conformal
PML is advantageous. These grids are employed to reduce the FDTD staircaising
error around curved objects. The first grid is for a circular cilinder, the second one
for an elliptical cylinder with eccentricity +�î�, , and the third one for a NACA 4415
airfoil.
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In these examples, a two-layered hyperbolic grid generation technique is used
to achieve good orthogonality properties in the PML region (the conformal PML
assumes exact orthogonality of the coordinate system) [45].

Figure 7.6 shows the reflection error from these three grid systems when emplying
a conformal PML on the five outermost cells of the grids. The errors are measured
along a contour where the transverse coordinate is constant so that the local variation
in the reflection error can be observed. The results show a very low reflection error,
below -/.�0 dB over most of the angular span for a five-cell thick PML. As expected,
the circular PML does not produce angular variations on its reflection level (reduces
to the cylindrical PML discussed before). The angular variation of the reflection error
of the PML for the other cases can be attributed to two major sources. The first is the
deviation from a true orthogonal coordinate system caused by numerical limitations
on the grid generation algorithm and the second is the error in the (numerical)
computation of the local radius of curvature. These limitations are not present in the
Cartesian, cylindrical, and spherical PMLs (global orthogonal coordinate systems).

7.8 STABILITY ISSUES

One of the desirable properties of the artificial PML media in Cartesian or curvilinear
coordinates is that they should retain the causality conditions observed by the original
Maxwell’s equations. This naturally leads to the study of the analytic properties on
the complex 1 plane of either the PML constitutive tensor parameters (in the case
of the Maxwellian PML), or the complex-space Green’s functions (in the case of the
complex-space PML).

In this section, we study these analytic properties for the various coordinate system
PMLs: Cartesian, cylindrical, and spherical [30]. The discussion is centered on the
spectral properties of these PMLs. Therefore, the conclusions do not depend on the
peculiarities of the time-domain implementation (e.g., whether or not it utilizes field-
splitting), but have consequences on any time-domain implementation. In particular,
we point out conditions under which causality is violated in the sense of a real-axis
inverse Fourier contour and the consequences of this fact for the dynamic stability of
the PML-FDTD simulations. The conclusions have an impact on the design of PMLs
for FDTD simulations and on the use of PMLs as a physical basis for engineered
artificial absorbers.

We first examine the connection between violation of causality in the sense of a
real-axis Fourier inversion contour and the dynamic stability of the FDTD algorithm.
The discussion is centered on the analytical properties of the 2�34165 tensor. For brevity,
we restrict our attention to the electric field constitutive relation. By invoking the
duality principle [4], all conclusions below also apply to the magnetic case.

In the frequency domain, the electric field constitutive relation is written as7 3416598 2�34165;:�<=34165?> (7.196)
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Figure 7.5 Body-fitted grids generated using a hyperbolic grid generation technique. The
conformal PML comprises the 5 outermost cells. (a) Circular cylinder. (b) Elliptical cylinder.
(c) NACA 4415 airfoil. Source: Hwang and Jin, IEEE Microwave and Guided Wave Letters,
1999, pp. 137-139 , c
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1999 IEEE.
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Figure 7.6 Reflection errors in logarithmic scale for the three body-fitted grids of Fig. 7.5.
Source: Hwang and Jin, IEEE Microwave and Guided Wave Letters, 1999, pp. 137-139 ,
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1999 IEEE.

where B is the CEDFC permittivity tensor. In the time domain, Equation (7.196) becomesGIHKJML9N�OQPR P B HKSTLVU�W=HKJ;XISTLZY)S�[
(7.197)

Invoking causality, we have B HKJML9N�\
for

J6]^\
. By writingB HKJML9N`_a�b OQPR P�c B H4d6L;X B HfeQLfg�h Rji k l Y*dnmpo�HKJML B HfeQL?q

(7.198)

where B HfeQL
is a real-valued constant tensor and the integration is along the real axis,

it is possible to show [46], [47], [48] that the condition B HKJMLrNs\
for

Jt]u\
implies

that the integrand in Equation (7.198) must be analytic (holomorphic) in the upper
half-plane. Zeros are also forbidden on the upper half-plane (for a detailed discussion
of the connection between causality and the analytic properties of the B HfeQL

tensor,
see [46], [47], [48]). We note here that when we refer to causality in the sense of a real
axis Fourier inversion contour, we are restricting ourselves to a primitive causality
condition, as defined in [48]. The term causality also appears in other contexts. For
instance, it is sometimes used to refer to a relativistic causality condition.

When B H4d6L is not analytic in the upper half-plane, causality can still be preserved,
provided that the Fourier inversion contour is taken above any singularities [4]. In
this case, the medium will behave as an active medium and its response will not be
dynamically stable anymore. The definition of a dynamically stable system adopted
here is such that all its eigenfunctions approach zero as

JEvwe
(asymptotically stable)
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or remain bounded as x6y{z (marginally stable). In FDTD simulations, the fields
assume a causal behavior by the very nature of the method (explicit time-stepping
scheme), regardless of the analytic properties on the frequency domain. This means
that the Fourier inversion contour should always be taken above any singularities [4].
Therefore, following the discussion of the previous paragraph, violation of causality
in the sense of real | axis Fourier inversion contour implies a dynamically unstable
FDTD method.

Note that the dynamic stability criterion is distinct from two other stability criteria:
(i) The stability criterion incurred by a particular numerical discretization scheme.

For a dynamically unstable system, no convergent numerical discretization scheme
prevents the solutions from growing unbounded. For a further discussion of this
aspect, see [49]. Note, however, that the definition of dynamic stability in [49]
is slightly different from that adopted here, and the anisotropic PML constitutive
parameters considered there are frequency independent.

(ii) The stability criterion incurred by a particular field-splitting of Maxwell’s
equations in the PML. It is known that the field-splitting induces a weak well-
posedness on the resulting system of partial differential equations [50]. Although
such weak well-posedness is also a characteristic of the equations at the continuum
level, we should stress that it is a distinct property from the dynamic stability issue
discussed here. The discussion here is centered on spectral characteristics of the
PML equations and do not depend on the particular field-splitting scheme (if any)
employed in the time-domain implementation of the PML.

When }�~4|6� is analytic on the upper half | plane, it can also be defined via the
general time-domain relationship between �=~KxM� and �I~KxM� :�I~KxM�9� }�~fzQ�;���=~KxM����Q�� � ~K�T�;���=~Kx��I�T�Z�)� (7.199)

(which is a particular case of Equation (7.197), through}�~4|6�E� }�~fzQ�	���Q�� � ~K�T�Z��� �����)��� (7.200)

We immediately see that, if the function � ~KxM� (generalized time-domain complex
susceptibility kernel) is finite throughout the range of integration, the above integral
converges in the upper half-plane (real axis excluded); therefore, }�~4|6� is properly
defined. In some instances, the integral in Equation (7.200) diverges for | on the real
axis or in the lower half-plane, and the definition Equation (7.200) is invalid at these
points. However, the function }�~4|6� can still be defined as the analytic continuation of
Equation (7.200) from the upper half-plane. It will, in general, contain singularities
in the lower half-plane. This is the case, for instance, for an isotropic medium with
static conductivity, where the complex dielectric constant is usually written for real
frequencies as the analytic continuation of Equation (7.200) containing a pole at the
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origin ���K� �Z�6�E�������K���t�K�*�� ¢¡�£ �K�*��9���/¤¦¥
(7.201)

A useful test for the violation of causality for the Maxwellian PML formulation
is to check if the resultant frequency-domain constitutive tensors § �K� �Z�6�9��� ¨©�K� �Z�6�
and ª �K� �Z�6�9�^« ¨¬�K� �Z�6�

satisfy the Kramers-Kronig relations along with the crossing
relation

¨®*�K� �Z�6�E� ¨¬�K� ��¯°�  �
(the star denotes complex conjugation). This should

also be true for their inverses § �K� �Z�6�?±² and ª �K� �Z�6��±² [33].

7.8.1 Cartesian PML Analysis

The Cartesian PML constitutive tensor

¨¬�K� �Z�6�
is given by¨©�K� �Z�6�9��³´ ³´¦µ ¶�·*¶�¸¶�¹»º  ¼³½ ³½/µ�¶�¸�¶�¹¶�·¾º  !³¿ ³¿9µ�¶�¹�¶�·¶�¸¾º �

(7.202)

where ¶�À �ÂÁ��Z�6�9��Ã À �ÂÁ)�� ¢¡*Ä À �ÂÁ)�� �
(7.203)

and

Ã À �ÂÁ)�ÆÅÈÇ
,
Ä À �ÂÁ)�ÉÅuÊ

,

ÁË� ´ � ½ � ¿ . Note that Equation (7.203) resembles the
expression of a complex dielectric constant of a conductive medium. The tensor in
Equation (7.202) is just the product of three simpler, Ì®Í¾Ì uniaxial tensors:¨©�K� �Z�6�9� ¨ ¹ � ´ �Z�6�;Î ¨ · � ½ �Z�6��Î ¨ ¸ � ¿ �Z�6�?� (7.204)

with ¨ ¹ ��³´ ³´Iµ Ç¶�¹Ïº  sÐ Ñ°¯u³´ ³´jÒ ¶�¹ � (7.205)

and analogously for

¨ · � ½ �Z�6� and

¨ ¸ � ¿ �Z�6� . In order for

¨¬�K� �Z�6�
to satisfy causality,

each of the

¨ À �ÂÁ��Z�6� tensors must satisfy it individually (there are no pole-zero
cancellations). Since

¨ À �ÂÁ��Z�6� and

¨ À �ÂÁ��Z�6� ±² are directly dependent on

Ç�Ó ¶�À
and ¶�À , Kramers-Kronig relations must be satisfied by these functions individually.
Kramers-Kronig relations are a consequence of the application of the Cauchy’s
theorem to the function § �4�6�F¯ § �fÔQ�

in the upper half-plane. When presented
in their usual form [4], the analyticity of § �4�6�F¯ § �fÔQ�

over the entire real axis
is implicitly assumed. However, this is not the case, for instance, with conductive
media, in which the complex dielectric constant has a term

¡ £ Ó��9�?�
and therefore has a

pole singularity present at

�p��Ê
. The Kramers-Kronig relations for conductive-like

media must be properly modified to account for the deformation of the closed contour
in the Cauchy’s theorem to avoid the pole at the origin by means of an infinitesimal
semicircle above it. In this more general form, the Kramers-Kronig relations read
as [51] §�Õ �4�6��¯ § �fÔQ�9� ÇÖF×ÆØpÙpÚ	Û± Û §*Ü �4�9ÝÞ�� Ý ¯n�àß � Ý �

(7.206)



Advances in the Theory of PMLs 321á�âMã4ä6å9æ#çéèêFëÆìQípî	ïð ï á�ñ)ã4ä9òÞå;ç á�ãfóQåä ò çnä ô ä ò õ ö äË÷ (7.207)

where á*ñ*ã4ä6å and á�âMã4ä6å are the real and imaginary parts of á�ã4ä6å , ëÆì denotes the
Cauchy principal value, and the integrals are carried out along the real axis. The á)ñ*ã4ä6å
and á�â�ã4ä6å are to be interpreted as the limiting values as ä approaches the real axis
from above. The last term in Equation (7.207) is the pole contribution at the origin
and represents the modification from the usual Kramers-Kronig relations. Whenever
the stretching variables ø�ù are defined as having a pole at ä�æûú as in Equation
(7.203), the Kramers-Kronig relations to be used are as in Equations (7.206)-(7.207).
To apply relations (7.206)-(7.207) to the expression (7.203), the following immediate
identifications are made: á�ñ)ã4ä6åEüþý ù (7.208)á�ãfóQå9üþý ù (7.209)á�â�ã4ä6åEü ÿ ù � ä ÷ (7.210)

so that (7.206) and (7.207) becomeúàæ èê ëÆìpí î	ïð ï ÿ ùä ò ã4ä ò çnä6å ô ä ò ÷ (7.211)ÿ ù � äpæ�ú õ ÿ ù � ä�� (7.212)

We see immediately that Equation (7.212) verifies Equation (7.211). Equation (7.212)
also verifies Equation (7.207) since [42]èê ëÆìQí î	ïð ï ÿ ùä ò ã4ä ò çnä6å ô ä ò æ ê ÿ ù�� ã4ä6å ÷ (7.213)

and thus Equation (7.211) is true in the upper half plane. As a result, expression
(7.203) obeys the Kramers-Kronig relations, being causal in the sense previously
stated. The fact that in the real axis we get a Dirac delta function in Equation (7.213)
is related to the divergence of the integral in (7.200) for real ä . Equation (7.203) does
not include the Dirac delta function since it must be treated as an analytic continuation
from the upper half-plane expression, in a similar fashion as in Equation (7.201).
Such conclusions should be expected from the resemblance of Equation (7.203) to
the complex dielectric constant of a conductive medium. Indeed, given a general
field relationship in the frequency domain,� ã4ä6åEæ ø�ù ã4ä6å��6ã4ä6åEæ
	�ý ù õ�� ÿ ùä� �6ã4ä6å ÷ (7.214)

means having, in the time-domain,� ã��MåEæ�ý ù �6ã��Må õ ÿ ù í��ð ï �6ã��Tå ô � ÷ (7.215)
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where causality and (marginal) stability are evident.
It is a simple exercise to verify that, if ������� and ������� , the function ���! "� also

satisfies the Kramers-Kronig relations. In this case, since there are no singularities
present on the real axis, the usual form of Kramers-Kronig relations can be used.

In summary, the Cartesian anisotropic PML medium with frequency dependence
given by Equation (7.203) is causal in the sense of real-axis Fourier inversion contour,
and no dynamic instability should be expected.

For the complex-space PML formulation, the most direct route to investigate the
dynamic stability of the Cartesian PML is to simply write down the frequency-domain
closed-form field solutions (or the Green’s functions) for the modified Maxwell’s
equations inside the PML and study its analytical behavior in the complex # plane.
This is because the solutions of the modified Maxwell’s equations inside the PML
are just the analytic continuation to complex space of the closed-form solutions of
the ordinary Maxwell’s equations. We shall illustrate this with a simple example.

We take the 2D Green’s function $&%('*)+'-,/. for a cavity enclosed by perfectly
electrically conducting (PEC) walls at 021�354768):9;1�354=< (which can be thought of
as the FDTD computational domain when using hard boundary conditions), which is
written as$&%('>)+' , .?1@$&%�0-):9A):0 , ):9 , .B1DC-EFG�H&I C-EFJ!H&ILK G 68%�0M,N. K J <�%�9�,/. K G 6O%�0A. K J <�%�98.#?PRQTSBUWV G�XPZY\[8] P UWV J!XPZYZ^8] P (7.216)

for U�4=6`_@02_�4=68)aU�4=<b_c9d_�4=< , where

K-e �=%gfh.?1 �i 4=�kj:l mon p e �?%qfkrs4=�".qt=) (7.217)

p e �21vuOwx��%gy!4=�". , uz1|{}):~ , f}1�0-):9 . By inserting a Cartesian PML before the
box walls, $&%('*)+'T,/. will be analytically continued to the complex plane through the
following mapping of the coordinates:fo���fb1�f I r�� ����  ��=%gf , .�47f , 1�f I r�� ������ �7��r�� ���#�� 1��\�h%gfh.�r��!� �7%gfh.# ) (7.218)

where f I is on the physical (real) space and ���`1�� , ���`1�� in the physical space.
From Equation (7.218), we see that the boundaries of the box are complex-valued
inside a PML layer, 476`� �4=6 , 4=<�� �4=< and, because of this, the reflection coefficient
can be made very small. The function in Equation (7.216) has an infinite number
of poles located along the real # axis (natural frequencies of the cavity). With the
mapping given by Equation (7.218), these poles are translated to the roots of the
equation:# P QTS�1�� {�wx�!y�\68%(4=6=.-r���� [��/Y\[R���� P r�� ~&wx�!y�\<7%(4=<h.Tr�� � ^"�/YZ^\�� � P ) (7.219)
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which are always located on the real axis or lower half-plane for �8����� and ���o�@  .
In addition to this, it should be noted that ¡:¢ £�¤ is an entire function (no poles)

and that the branch points induced by the ��¥O¦ §=� factors in Equation (7.217) (which
give rise to simple poles in Equation (7.219) for this 2D case) are also on the lower
half plane. Consequently, the resultant PML Green’s function is also analytic over
the entire upper half ¨ plane, and causality in the sense of real-axis Fourier inversion
contour is preserved. This is true for any observation point ©�ª-«:¬8 inside the physical
or PML domains. A similar situation occurs in the 3D case. Consequently, and
similarly to the Maxwellian PML, the complex-space PML in Cartesian coordinates
is dynamically stable.

7.8.2 Cylindrical PML Analysis

For brevity, the discussion for the cylindrical PML stability will focus only on those
aspects differing from the previous analysis of the Cartesian case.

In cylindrical coordinates, the constitutive tensor ®d©�¯M«+¤O°�¨� for the anisotropic
PML formulation is given by®d©�¯M«+¤O°�¨�*±D²¯?²¯�³=´"µ7´�¶´�·2¸@¹ ²º ²º ³=´�¶"´�·´"µ�¸c¹ ²¤x²¤�³=´�·"´"µ´�¶2¸�» (7.220)

In the above, ´"· and ´�¶ are the stretching parameters in the ¯ and ¤ directions. The
variable ´"µ on the other hand is defined as

´"µ ©�¯M«�¨�B±½¼¯¯ ± �¯ ³�¯=¾ ¹@¿ ··ZÀ ´�· ©�¯7Á/�§h¯7Á ¸ ± �¯ ³OÂ · ©�¯� ¹�Ã!Ä · ©�¯�¨ ¸�» (7.221)

It can be seen as a ‘pseudo-stretching’ parameter in the
º

coordinate that accounts
for the modification in the metric coefficient after the stretching in the ¯ direction.
Moreover, ¯=¾ is a reference radius in the physical (real) space and � · ±�� , � · ±z  in
the physical space. The tensor in Equation (7.220) can also be written as the product
of three simpler, ÅÇÆ�Å uniaxial tensors:®d©�¯M«+¤O°�¨�*± ® · ©�¯M«�¨�>È ® µ ©�¯M«�¨�>È ® ¶ ©(¤O«�¨� (7.222)

with ® · ±D²¯�²¯�³ �´�·M¸c¹WÉ Ê�Ë ²¯�²¯�Ì ´�· « (7.223)

and analogously for ® µ ©�¯M«�¨� and ® ¶ ©(¤O«�¨� . In order for ®d©�¯M«+¤O°�¨� to satisfy
causality, each of the tensors in Equation (7.223) must satisfy it individually. Since
the tensors ® · and ® ¶ have the same analytical properties of the Cartesian PML
tensors studied before, we shall limit ourselves to study the analytical properties
of the ® µ ©�¯M«�¨� tensor. The frequency dependence of ® µ ©�¯M«�¨� (and ® µ ©�¯M«�¨�ZÍTÎ )
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is determined by Ï�Ð and Ñ�Ò!Ï"Ð , and therefore we must focus our attention on these
factors (dependence on the ‘pseudo-stretching’) and the amount by which they differ
from the Cartesian case. Again, to ensure causality in the sense of a real-axis Fourier
inversion contour for ÓÇÐMÔ�ÕMÖ�×�Ø , we must ensure (necessary condition) that there are
no poles due to Ï�Ð or Ñ�Ò!Ï"Ð above the real axis. For Ï�Ð , this is evident, as the only
pole is at ×cÙ�Ú , and it can be shown that this function satisfies the Kramers-Kronig
relations. However, a major difference arises in the angular factor Ñ�Ò!ÏhÐ . It is due to
the fact that the factor ÛÇÜ in the imaginary part of Ï�Ð may, at certain instances, be
negative. This is in contrast to the corresponding Ý factors in the imaginary part ofÏ�Þ , Ï�ß , Ï�à , or Ï�Ü , which are also chosen to be positive to achieve absorption. Due to
the fact that á�Ü is positive, when used in Equation (7.221) for a concave cylindrical
PML (at the outer boundary), we will still have Û;Üoâ@Ú . But for a convex cylindrical
PML (inner boundary), we have ÛÇÜ@ã
Ú , as the integral in Equation (7.221) is
carried over decreasing values of Õ . The net effect of this is that the factor Ñ�Ò!ÏhÐ
will then have poles in the upper half-plane, and the resultant ÓdÔ�ÕMÖ+äOå�×�Ø will be
noncausal in the sense of real-axis Fourier inversion contour. Consequently, we
should expect dynamic instability on FDTD simulations when employing a convex
PML on cylindrical coordinates. Note that we may enforce Û;Ücâ
Ú on convex
surfaces if we choose áLÜoã@Ú at the convex PML. However, in this case, it would be
the factor Ñ�Ò!Ï�Ü which would give rise to singularities in the upper half plane. This
is also related to the fact that, in order to have absorption in the radial direction, ákÜ
has to be positive, irrespective of the concave or convex geometry.

Such dynamically unstable behavior can also be expected from a direct analysis
of the properties of the formal complex-space Green’s functions of the cylindrical
PML.

For example, the 2D Green’s function for a point source at Ô�Õ8ægÖZçMæNØ inside a PEC
cylinder of radius è is given byé Ô(ê>Ö+ê æ Ø?Ù é Ô�ÕMÖZç-Ö:Õ æ ÖZç æ ØBÙëìxíïîNð�ñò ÔgóTô ê�õïê æ ô Ø>õ ëì÷ö-øùú!û>ü øcý ú Ôgó7Õ�Ø ý

ú Ôgó7Õ7æ/Ø�íïîNð�ñú Ôgó�è�Ø
ý ú Ôgó�è�Ø þ"ÿ ú î Ð ü Ð�� ñ Ö

(7.224)

so that, when backed by a concave cylindrical PML, the field is analytically continued
to é Ô �ê>Ö+ê æ Ø?Ù é Ô �ÕMÖZç-å:Õ æ ÖZç æ ØBÙëìxíïîNð�ñò ÔgóTô �ê�õïê æ ô Ø>õ ëì ö-øùú!û>ü øcý ú Ôgó

�Õ�Ø ý ú Ôgó7Õ7æ/Ø�íïîNð�ñú Ôgó �è�Ø
ý ú Ôgó

�è8Ø þ"ÿ ú î Ð ü Ð�� ñ Ö
(7.225)

where
�Õ . Note that

�è is also complex-valued. As discussed in Section 7.7, the effect of
the cylindrical PML is to make the reflected field (summation term) in the expression
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above exponentially small. Furthermore, this analytic continuation preserves the
analyticity on the upper half-plane of the resultant field in Equation (7.225. This
is because the singularities in (7.224) are due to branch points (located on the real
axis) of the

�����	�
��	 � , and zeros of the denominator functions � 
 �	 � (all on the real
axis). When ������ have a positive imaginary part ������� , all singularities are
translated down to the lower half � plane, so that the upper half-plane is kept free of
any singularity in the resultant expression (7.225).

In contrast, the 2D Green’s function for a point source at � ��� �"!#� � located outside
a perfectly conducting cylinder of radius $ is given by% � & � & � �(' % � �#�"!)�*� � �"! � �('+, �����	�-.�0/21 &43�& � 1 �53 +, 6)78
:95; 7 � ���	�
 �0/ � � �����	�
 �0/ �<� � � 
 �0/ $ ������	�
=�0/ $ � > ;@? 
 �BA ; A�C � �

(7.226)

so that the solution when the perfectly conducting cylinder is ‘coated’ by a convex
cylindrical PML is given by the analytic continued expression% � & � & � �(' % � ��#�"!)�*� � �"! � �('+, �����	�-.�0/21 �&43�& � 1 �53 +, 6)78
:95; 7 � ���	�
 �0/ �� � � ���	�
 �0/ � � � � 
 �0/ �$ ������	�
=�0/ �$ � > ;@? 
 �BA ; A�C �"D

(7.227)

This analytic continuation does not preserve analyticity in the upper half-plane as
the variable �� now has �E�GFH� . The zeros of the denominator functions

�I���	�
 �	 �
located in the lower half-plane (see illustration in Figure 7.7) are translated upwards
in the complex � plane and will eventually appear as poles on the upper half-plane of
reflected field terms in Equation (7.227) [30]. Branch points of the

�����	�
=�	 � functions
on the real axis will also eventually be translated to the upper half-plane. The lack
of analyticity on the upper half-plane makes these solutions grow unbounded in the
time domain (dynamically unstable behavior).

For generality, we have been focusing on the spectral analysis, but from an analysis
of the resulting PML equations in the time domain, it is observed that the unstable
behavior is usually associated with update equations involving the angular ! deriva-
tives. This can be seen as a consequence of the way the stretched differential arc
lengths behave under stretching for the convex and concave situations. Although the
stretched differential arc lengths J)�K 'ML�N J K and JO�� 'PL ��JQ� have positive imaginary
parts for both the convex and concave cases, resulting in attenuation for K and �
directions in both cases, the stretched angular arclength ��<J<! has a positive imaginary
part for the concave PML and a negative imaginary part for the convex part. The
resultant effect, in the concave PML case, is a complex ‘stretching’ on the angular
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Figure 7.7 Contour map of the magnitude of the function RTSBU0VWYX[Z]\ on the complex plane.
Darker regions represent smaller values. The zeros on the lower half-plane and the branch cut
on the negative real axis are clearly visible. Source: Teixeira and Chew, IEEE Transactions
on Microwave Theory and Techniques, 1999, pp. 775-785, c
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coordinate, but translates, in the convex PML case, to a ‘squeezing’ on the angular
coordinate.

To illustrate the previous discussion, a numerical result of cylindrical grid FDTD
simulations with convex and concave cylindrical PML is presented, corresponding to
Configurations A and B of Figure 7.8.

Figure 7.9 shows the normalized _a` field from a line source radiating in the pres-
ence of a perfectly conducting circular cylinder and computed using a cylindrical grid
2D PML-FDTD algorithm. The line source is located at b[c]d"e@f(gYb[hji kQlQmonpdrq:stf and the
field is sampled at b[c]d"e@f(gYb u�i v:lQm@npdrq:s�f , where m#n is the (free-space) wavelength cor-
responding to the central frequency of the excitation pulse. The interior conducting
cylinder is centered at the origin wEgxq and has a radius yEgPmon . The excitation pulse
is the first derivative of the Blackman-Harris pulse with central frequency z<n{gMuQqQq
MHz.

The cylindrical grid is terminated at c|g}lQm@n , where a hard boundary condition
is set ( _~`Gg�q�f . In all simulations, the FDTD algorithm includes an eight-layer
concave cylindrical PML region before the grid termination (at the outer boundary).
The solid line in Figure 7.9 shows the result when using only a concave cylindrical
PML before the outer boundary. This corresponds to the Configuration A depicted
in Figure 7.8. Both the direct pulse and the nonspurious reflected pulse due to the
inner perfect conducting cylinder are visible. No spurious reflections due to the outer
boundary are visible. The dotted line is the result of the simulation when an eight-
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Figure 7.8 Configurations for the stability test of the PML-FDTD algorithm in cylindrical
and spherical coordinates. The computational domain surrounds a cylindrical or spherical PEC
scatterer, coated or not by a convex PML. Source: Teixeira and Chew, IEEE Transactions on
Microwave Theory and Techniques, 1999, pp. 775-785, c

�
1999 IEEE.

layer convex cylindrical PML is placed around the inner cylinder. This corresponds
to Configuration B depicted in Figure 7.8. The same value of �@��� ����� is used for the
concave and convex PML in this case. A reflected wave from the (PML-coated) inner
cylinder is nonetheless present and, more importantly, the instability of the resultant
FDTD algorithm in this case is dramatic and occurs soon after the wave reaches the
convex PML (early-time effect).

7.8.3 Spherical PML Analysis

In this section, we examine the causality and dynamic stability of the spherical PML.
The focus is on those aspects that differ from the previous cases.

In the spherical system, the constitutive tensor �|�[�<�	��� for the Maxwellian PML
formulation is given by

�|�[�<�	���(����2�������������t�T��� �  �  �����<�t����4��� �¡ �¡ ���t�t������4�£¢ (7.228)
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Figure 7.9 2D cylindrical FDTD solution with eight-layer cylindrical PML. The solid line
represents the case with the concave PML only. Both the direct and the reflected pulses due to
the inner PEC cylinder are visible. No reflected fields due to the grid termination are visible.
The dashed line represents the FDTD simulation with the convex cylindrical PML coating the
inner PEC cylinder. A dramatic early-time instability is evident. Source: Teixeira and Chew,
IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, 1999, pp. 775-785, c
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In the above, ¥�¦ is the stretching parameter in the § direction, ¥]¦Q¨[§]©	ª�«¬H®<¦Q¨[§:«�¯°]±j²p³ ¦r´µ , with ®<¦·¶H¸ and ¹{¦·¶Yº . The variables ¥]» and ¥�¼ are ‘pseudo-stretching’
parameters in the ½ and ¾ angular coordinates that account for the modification in the
metric coefficient after the stretching in the § direction¥�»:¨[§]©	ª�«�¬P¥�¼#¨[§]©	ª�«�¬ (7.229)¿§§ ¬ ¸§IÀ §�Á{¯ÃÂ ¦¦	Ä ¥t¦:¨[§]Å[«	ÆQ§]Å ÇP¬ ¸§£ÀjÈ ¦Q¨[§:«É¯ °:Ê ¦:¨[§:«ª Ç£© (7.230)

where §�Á is in the physical (real) space and ®Ë¦a¬Ì¸ , ¹{¦a¬Íº in the physical space.
Since ¥�»~¬P¥�¼ , the constitutive tensor in Equation (7.228) can be simplified toÎ ¨[§<Ï	ª�«(¬�Ð§2Ð§ À ¿§§ ÇoÑ À ¸¥t¦ ÇÃ¯YÒ Ó{ÔMÐ§oÐ§QÕ)¥t¦:Ö (7.231)

Following the same reasoning used in the Cartesian PML and cylindrical PML
cases, it can be shown that

Î ¨[§<Ï	ª�« has no poles in the upper half-plane for a concave
spherical PML, and therefore the resultant FDTD scheme will be dynamically stable
in this case.
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In the case of a convex spherical PML, we note that, due to the pole cancellation in
the angular terms ×Ø ×Ø and ×Ù ×Ù , the tensor Ú|Û[Ü<Ý	Þ�ß has no poles in the upper half-plane.
However, its inverse Ú|Û[Ü<Ý	Þ�ß�à2á has poles in the upper half-plane due to the factor âÜQã�Ü
in the radial term ×Ü ×Ü of Equation (7.231), and therefore dynamic instability should
be expected on FDTD simulation using a convex PML on spherical coordinates.

This is also predicted by a direct analysis of the Green’s function äoÛ[å<æ*åQç�ß in
the frequency domain. Analogously to the Cartesian and cylindrical cases, the
solutions of the modified Maxwell’s equations inside the spherical PML are just the
analytic continuation of the solutions of the usual Maxwell’s equations in spherical
coordinates. When using a convex spherical PML, the analyticity of the solutions in
the upper half-plane is again not preserved. The basic distinction from the cylindrical
case is that the Hankel è£é á	êë Û	ì ß and Bessel í ë Û	ì ß functions are replaced by its spherical

counterparts î2é á	êë Û	ì ß and ï ë Û	ì ß . Although not having branch points on the real axis asè�é á	êë Û	ì ß , the denominator functions î2é á	êë Û	ì ß in the spherical case still have zeros on
the lower half-plane [30]. These zeros will eventually appear as poles on the upper
half-plane of the field solutions under complex stretching.
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Figure 7.10 3D spherical FDTD solution with eight-layer spherical PML. The solid line
represents the case with the concave PML only. Both the direct and the reflected pulse due
to the inner PEC sphere are visible. No reflected fields due to the grid ends are visible. The
dashed line represents the FDTD simulation with the convex spherical PML coating the inner
PEC sphere. A dramatic early-time instability is evident. Source: Teixeira and Chew, IEEE
Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, 1999, pp. 775-785, c
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In what follows, numerical results using the spherical PML are presented to il-
lustrate the previous discussion. Figure 7.10 depicts the normalized ñóò field from a
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Hertzian-dipole radiating in the presence of a perfect conducting sphere. The field
is computed using a spherical-grid 3-D PML-FDTD algorithm. The ô -polarized
Hertzian dipole is located at õ[ö]÷*ô�÷"ø@ù·úûõ	üQý þ�ÿ��p÷rþ ��� ÷ ��� ù and the resultant field is
sampled at õ[ö]÷*ô�÷"ø@ù(úYõ��Ëý �Qÿ���÷rþ ��� ÷ ��� ù , where ÿ�� is the (free-space) wavelength cor-
responding to the central frequency of the excitation pulse. The perfectly conducting
sphere is centered at the origin ö ú � and has a radius 	Eú � ý �Qÿ
� . The spherical grid
is terminated at ö�ú���ý �Qÿ�� , where a hard boundary condition is set (zero tangential
fields). The FDTD algorithm includes an eight-layer concave spherical PML region
before the grid ends. The excitation pulse is the first derivative of the Blackman-
Harris pulse with central frequency ���ú�� ��� MHz. The solid line in the Figure
7.10 shows the result when using only a concave spherical PML before the outward
boundary. This corresponds to the Configuration A depicted in Figure 7.8. Both the
direct pulse and the nonspurious reflected pulse due to the inner perfect conducting
sphere are visible. No spurious reflection due to the outer boundary is visible. The
small oscillations after the passage of the direct pulse are due to the numerical disper-
sion effects, caused by the coarse grid density adopted. The dotted line is the result
of the simulation when an eight-layer convex spherical PML is placed around the
inner sphere. This corresponds to the Configuration B depicted in Figure 7.8. The
same value of ����� ����� is used for the concave and convex PML in this case. As in the
cylindrical case, we observe the dramatic instability of the resultant FDTD algorithm,
with an exponential growth soon after the wave reaches the convex spherical PML.

7.8.4 Imposing Stability a Posteriori: The Quasi-PML

The above conclusions have an impact on the design of electromagnetic PML ab-
sorbers as tools for numerical simulations and on their use (anisotropic medium
formulation) as a physical basis for engineered artificial absorbers.

An alternative to avoid the singularities in the upper half-plane for the convex case
would be to impose ����� ��� � at inner boundaries (irrespective of ����� � � � ). In
this manner, a dynamically stable scheme can be obtained. However, the resultant
cylindrical interface is not perfectly matched anymore (since Equation (7.221) is
not true anymore). It should be more appropriately called a quasi-PML [19]. This
approximation behaves as a true PML only in the limit !#÷*ö#"%$ , when the cylindrical
and spherical PML reduces to the Cartesian PML. From our preliminary experience,
the two important features exhibited by a quasi-PML when compared to a true PML
(when the latter is applicable) are (i) a nonzero reflection coefficient in the continuum
limit and (ii) the need for a more finely tuned profile to achieve the best results.

The inner/outer domain differentiation is a major asymmetry present on the cylin-
drical or spherical PML and has no analogy in the Cartesian PML. The spatial domain
enclosed by an inner boundary on the cylindrical or spherical is of finite extent, in
contrast to the Cartesian case and to the outer boundaries case. A wave propagating
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into an inner cylindrical or spherical domain eventually emerges back on the outer
domain,

Still, a quasi-PML may have practical applications both for numerical simulations
and as a physical basis for engineered artificial absorbers when the radius of curvature& is such that &�')( .
7.9 GENERALIZED PML-FDTD SCHEMES

The extensions of the PML treated in the previous section can be easily combined.
For instance, one may have a medium which is (bi)anisotropic, inhomogeneous, and
dispersive simultaneously, and, in this case, the formulation described previously
for (bi)anisotropic interior media can automatically incorporate the fact that now the
physical constitutive tensors are themselves functions of frequency, i.e.,*,+.-0/21436587:92;�1=<?>A@ B.9DCFE�G BIH *?1436587:9JH B.KML (7.232)N +.-0/ 1436587:92;�1=<?>A@ B.9DCFE�G BIH N 1436587:9JH B.KML (7.233)O +.-0/ 1436587:92;�1=<?>A@ B.9DCFE�G BIH O 1436587:9JH B.KJL (7.234)P +.-0/ 1436587:92;�1=<?>A@ B.9 CFE�G BIH P 1436587:9QH B KMR (7.235)

Again, this is possible because the analytic continuation is done in the frequency
domain and the perfect matching condition is a local condition on the fields. In the
following, we will illustrate this by describing in detail the derivation of two PML-
FDTD algorithms in 3D cylindrical coordinates and dispersive media (with conduc-
tive loss) [34]. The first is a split-field algorithm akin to the original Berenger’s
Cartesian formulation. The second is an unsplit algorithm, where the PML is repre-
sented as an anisotropic medium (Maxwellian PML).

7.9.1 Cylindrical PML-PLRC-FDTD: Split-Field Formulation

The complex-space nabla operator in cylindrical coordinates is written asST ;VU& WW S&YX UZ\[ S& WW Z X U]YWW S] ;VU& [^`_ WW &YX UZ\[ S& WW Z X U] [^`a WW ] R (7.236)

Due to the frequency dependence, the complex-space nabla operator in the time-
domain will also be a convolutional operator in time. Three distinct frequency
dependent terms are identified: ^b_ , S& , and ^`a , each one associated with a given direc-
tion. To facilitate the solution in the time domain without convolutions, Maxwell’s
equations with complex cylindrical coordinates are split as follows:c 7ed�fg_\;ih�U& [^`_ WW &QjlkYm L (7.237)
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n�oep�q8r0sut\vw\x yz|{{ we}l~Y��� (7.238)

n�oep�qg�\sit v� x� � {{ � }l~Y��� (7.239)

� n�oe�Yqg�:��� � qg��sut vz x� � {{ z }l~Y��� (7.240)

� n�oe�Yq8r\��� � q8r�sut vw\x yz|{{ we}|~ ��� (7.241)

� n�oe�Yqg�:��� � qg��sit v� x� � {{ � }l~Y��� (7.242)

By doing so, each frequency-dependent coordinate stretching term � � , yz , � � acquires
a one-to-one relationship with a given split field; therefore, each split field will have
its time-domain evolution affected by only one associated stretching coordinate.

In a dispersive and inhomogeneous medium,p�s�p�qg����p�q8r���p�qg�\s�� � s���� � qg��� � q8r�� � qg�b� � (7.243)��s��Yqg�����Yq8r����Yqg��s��b�4�6�8o:� � s��b�4�6�8o:�
� � qg��� � q8r�� � qg�b� � (7.244)

Transforming back to the time-domain, Equations (7.237)-(7.242) become� � {{�� p�qg��� ���bp�qg��s � {{ z � vz ~Y� � � (7.245)

¡ � {{�� p�q8r�� ¢0�bp�q8r0s � vw ~ {{ w:��� (7.246)

� � {{�� p�qg��� ���`p�qg��s � {{ � � v� ~Y� � � (7.247)

� � {{�� �Yqg��� ���`�Yqg��� � �b� � qg��� ���b�¤£¦¥§ � qg�6�4¨©�?ª�¨Is {{ z � vz ~Y� � � (7.248)

¡ � {{�� �Yq8r�� ¢0�b�Yq8r�� ¡ �`� � q8r�� ¢0�b�¤£¦¥§ � q8r��4¨©�?ª�¨Is vw ~ {{ w:��� (7.249)

� � {{�� �Yqg��� ���`�Yqg��� � �`� � qg��� ���`��£ ¥§ � qg�«�4¨©�?ª�¨Is {{ � � v� ~Y� � � (7.250)

where
�

may also be a function of position,
�¬s�M�4���

. In terms of components, the
right-hand side of Equations (7.245)-(7.247) becomes

{{ z � vz ~Y� �es � vw {�®
�

{ z � v� {�®
r

{ z � (7.251)
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¯°�±³²² °:´µ ¯¶¸·©¹#º�» ² ¹½¼² ° ¾ ¿ ¯À ² ¹½Á² °Â (7.252)

²² ¶¸Ã ¯¶ ± ´�Ä2µ ¯°�² ¹½¼² ¶ » ¯À ² ¹#º² ¶ Â (7.253)

and similarly for Equations (7.248)-(7.250). From Equations (7.245)-(7.250), we see
that each split-field ´�Å8Æ?ÂÈÇYÅ8Æ?ÂÈÉ�Å8Æ6ÂÈÊ�Å8Æ , Ë µ À Â ° Â ¶ , has two components, being
everywhere perpendicular to the Ë direction.

The same update scheme may be used everywhere, since the interior domain (non-
PML region) is a special case of a PML with Ì ¼ µ Ì Á µ�Í and Î ¼ µ Î Á µÏ . This
allows for an easier parallelization of the resulting FDTD code.

An Ð -species Lorentzian dispersive medium is characterized by a frequency-
dependent permittivity function given by Equation (7.24). For an Ð -species Debye
model, the frequency-dependent permittivity function is given by Equation (7.29).

The dispersion model is included in the FDTD time-stepping scheme using the
piecewise linear recursive convolution (PLRC) algorithm. The intermediate steps in
the derivation of the combined PML-PLRC-FDTD time-stepping scheme in cylindri-
cal coordinates are analogous to the Cartesian case discussed before, and will not be
discussed here. The final equations for the PML-PLRC-FDTD time-stepping scheme
for the electromagnetic fields in cylindrical coordinates are

ÊYÑ Ò#ÓÔÅ ¼ µ » Ã Ì ¼ ¿ Î ¼,Õ�Ö ÄD×FØ0Ù ÍÚ Õ�Ö ²² À\Û ¯À ± ´ Ñ=Ü » Ì ¼ ÊYÑ × ÓÔÅ ¼ÞÝ Â (7.254)

Ê Ñ Ò ÓÔÅ º µ » Ã�ß ¼ ¿ Õ0¼,Õ�Ö Ä ×FØ Ù ÍÚ Õ�Ö Û ¯°�±³²² °:´ Ñ=Ü » ß ¼ Ê Ñ × ÓÔÅ º Ý Â (7.255)

Ê Ñ Ò ÓÔÅ Á µ » Ã Ì Á ¿ Î ÁbÕ�Ö Ä ×FØ Ù ÍÚ Õ�Ö ²² ¶ Û ¯¶ ± ´ Ñ=Ü » Ì Á Ê Ñ × ÓÔÅ Á Ý Â (7.256)à Ã Ì ¼ ¿ Î ¼bÕ�Ö ÄâáâãbäÈã:¿ Ì ¼`åFÕ�Öçæ ´ Ñ Ò ØÅ ¼ µ (7.257)Õ�Ö ²² À�è ¯À ± Ê Ñ Ò ÓÔ«é ¿ Ì ¼ Ç Ñ Å ¼ »�å Î ¼,Õ�Ögê Ñ Å ¼ » Ã Ì ¼ ¿ Î ¼bÕ�Ö Ä8äÈã Û á Ø ´ Ñ Å ¼ ¿�ë Ñ Å ¼ Ü Â
(7.258)à Ã�ß ¼ ¿ Õ0¼,Õ�Ö ÄâáâãbäÈã�¿ ß ¼`åFÕ�Öçæ ´ Ñ Ò ØÅ º µ (7.259)Õ�Ö�· ¯°�±ì²² °:Ê Ñ Ò\ÓÔ ¾í¿ ß ¼ Ç Ñ Å ¼ »�åFÕ0¼�Õ�Ögê Ñ Å º » Ã�ß ¼ ¿ Õ0¼,Õ�Ö Ä8äÈã Û á Ø ´ Ñ Å º ¿�ë Ñ Å º Ü Â
(7.260)à Ã Ì Á ¿ Î ÁbÕ�Ö Äâáâã`äÈã�¿ Ì Á`åFÕ�Öçæ ´ Ñ Ò ØÅ Á µ (7.261)Õ�Ö ²² ¶îè ¯¶ ± Ê Ñ Ò\ÓÔ�é ¿ Ì Á Ç Ñ Å Á »�å Î ÁbÕ�Ö8ê Ñ Å Á » Ã Ì Á ¿ Î ÁbÕ�Ö Ä8äÈã Û á Ø ´ Ñ Å Á ¿�ë Ñ Å Á ÜMï
(7.262)
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On the right-hand side of Equations (7.258)-(7.262), the other pertinent quantities
are updated as in Equations (7.52)-(7.55). These equations constitute the com-
plete split-field PML-PLRC-FDTD formulation in cylindrical coordinates. Note the
parallelism between this scheme and the scheme for dispersive media in Cartesian
coordinates treated before. The complex parameters ðñ�òó , ðñ�ôó are the zeroth- and first-
order momenta of the (time-domain) complex susceptibility functions taken over
a time-discretization interval, õ©ö and õ�÷ are real constants that give instantaneous
corrections for the dispersive dielectric constant, and øù ó¤ú�û?óeüþýgÿ
ó are the complex
frequency poles of the model. These constants depend on the particular choice of pa-
rameters for the Debye or Lorentz dispersive model chosen. For the � th species, they
depend on the ÿFó���û?ó�����ó parameters as given by Equations (7.35)-(7.37), and (7.42)-
(7.44). Furthermore, for an inhomogeneous media, these parameters are functions of
position.

7.9.2 Cylindrical PML-PLRC-FDTD: Maxwellian Formulation

In case of 3D cylindrical coordinates, the PML constitutive tensors matched to a
homogeneous nondispersive medium characterized by constitutive parameters � ���
are written as 	 
��� ú � ��� ��� ��� ������� ��� � ù"! � (7.263)# 
��� ú$� �%� ��� ��� ���&��� ��� � ù"! � (7.264)

with ��� ��� ��� ������� ��� � ù"! ú ð� ð� ø��' ���' ��( ð) ð) ��' � ' �ø� ( ð� ð� ø�*' ���' � � (7.265)

and ø� � ' � � ' � defined as before. For inhomogeneous and dispersive interior media�+��, � ù"! , we have that
	 
��� ú �+��, � ù"! �%� ��� ��� ���&��� ��� � ù"! and # 
��� ú-� �%� ��� ��� ������� ��� � ù"!/.

In the unsplit field formulation, we write for Maxwell’s equationsý ù � ��� ��� ��� ��� 021 ú4365879� (7.266)

ü�ý ù-:<; ( ý�= ��, !ù �+��, � ù"!+> �+��, � ù"! �%� ��� ��� ��� 0 7ú4365 1 . (7.267)

The above may be written in terms of auxiliary fields ? ò , @ ò , 7 ò asý ù � 1 ò úA365879� (7.268)ü�ý ù @ ò ( =B7 ò úA365 1 � (7.269)

where, by definition, 1 ò ú ��� ��� ��� ��� 021 � @ ò ú ��� ��� ��� ���C0�@ � and 7 ò ú �%� ��� ��� ��� 0 7 .
The auxiliary fields are introduced as a computational convenience. This is

because these equations look like the ordinary Maxwell’s equations except that the
field quantities on the left side are auxiliary fields. Therefore, the update of those
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auxiliary fields in terms of the ordinary fields is just the unsplit version of the update
equations (7.254)-(7.262), with DFEHGID2J9GLK (i.e., an update of ordinary Maxwell’s
equations in a dispersive media):M8N OQPRS G M8NUTVPRSXW KY[Z9\�]6^8_ N�` (7.270)acb�d+e�d"fhgia�jlk Z9\ k _ N OnmS G Z9\�]6^ M N O PR fho N S W e�dVp&b m _ N S fhq N Slr ` (7.271)

and with the other pertinent auxiliary quantities (functions of position) on the right-
hand side of Equation (7.271) being updated analogously as in Equation (7.52)-(7.55).

The overall update scheme is incomplete without specifying how one updates the
original fields from the auxiliary ones. This is done using the definitions of the
auxiliary fields themselves, i.e., _ G s T<mt E�u v�u J�w x _ S ` (7.272)M G s T<mt E�u v�u J�w x M S ` (7.273)o G s T<mt E�u v�u J�w x o S ` (7.274)

or, in terms of components, y EzG D2ED+v*D2J y S u E ` (7.275){ EzG D2ED+v*D2J { S u E ` (7.276)| EQG D2ED+v*D2J | S u E ` (7.277)

and analogously for the other components by cyclic permutation of indices.
A simple system of first-order differential equations can be derived from the

above equations through the use of another set of auxiliary fields _9} ` M } ` o } , so that
Equation(7.275) is replaced bya�~c� D2J k y } u E�G a�~c� D2E k y S u E ` (7.278)a�~c� D+v k y EzG ~c� y } u E ` (7.279)

and analogously for Equations (7.276) and (7.277). In the time domain, the above
become ��� JQ��C� f�� J�� y } u EzG ��� Ez��C� f�� E�� y S u E ` (7.280)� � E ��C� f Z E � y EzG ��C� y } u E�� (7.281)
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The time update equations for the original field in terms of the auxiliary field then
become���*�������+�9���������� �z� �*�2���U�<���� � �4��� � ��� � �9��������2� �V� � � ���U�<���� ��� (7.282)�c  � ��� � �9�������� �   � ���U�<�� �h������ � � ���U�<���� � � (7.283)

where we have used a backward Euler scheme for simplicity. A central differencing
scheme is also possible. In this case, a linear interpolation can be used for the constant
terms to maintain second-order accuracy in time. Analogous update equations apply
for other components and fields. In the case of the ¡ field components, however,
one may incorporate one of the complex stretching variables of Equation (7.276)
already into a modified (lossy) update for Equation (7.268) instead. In this case,
one fewer auxiliary field is needed. Together with Equations (7.270)-(7.271), they
constitute the complete update scheme for the electromagnetic fields in the unsplit
PML-PLRC-FDTD formulation for cylindrical coordinates and dispersive media.

7.10 UNIFIED THEORY

7.10.1 PML as a Change on the Metric of Space

Under the analytic continuation of the spatial coordinates, the elementary arclength
is transformed to ¢*£2¤[¥¦��¢B§£F��¤ � ��¢�§¨ ��¤"�4��¢n§© ��¤"�4��¢�§ª ��¤ � (7.284)

or, using Equation (7.7),��¢B§£+��¤ � £2¤« ��¢ ¨ ��¤���£2¤¬���¢ © ��¤"��£2¤� ��¢ ª ��¤ � (7.285)

where we used the fact that

£+
is a function of ® only. From Equation (7.285), we

recognize that this analytic continuation on the Cartesian coordinates is equivalent to
a change in the metric of space. From the Euclidean metric tensor ¯ °�± ²´³ � ¯ µ�± ²´³ , or¯ °�± ²´³ �¦¶·´¸º¹»¹¹¼¸º¹¹»¹¼¸

½¾ � (7.286)

we are led to a complex metric tensor given by (covariant components)¯ §°�± ² � ¨ � © � ª � ³ � ¯ ¿B± ² � ¨ � © � ª � ³ À�¯ µ�± ²´³CÀ�¯ ¿B± ² � ¨ � © � ª � ³ � (7.287)

where ¯ ¿B± ² � ¨ � © � ª � ³ �¦¶· £ « � ¨ � ¹ ¹¹ £ ¬ � © � ¹¹ ¹ £2��� ª � ½¾ÂÁ
(7.288)
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Therefore, the PML can be interpreted as a complexification of the metric tensor of
space in the Fourier domain [33].

In a general orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system Ã�ÄnÅ�ÆCÅ�ÇQÈ , if we choose Ç to
be analytically continued as ÇÊÉ»ËÇÊÌAÍhÎÏÑÐ Î Ã�Ç[ÒUÈ�Ó�Ç[ÒcÅ (7.289)

then, the original metric tensor given in terms of the metric coefficients ÔBÕÖ × Õ Ø*Ã�ÄnÅ�ÆCÅ�ÇQÈ&ÙBÌ Ö Ô ÕcÚ�Ã�ÄnÅ�ÆCÅ�ÇQÈ�Û�Õ Ø�Ù (7.290)Ö × Õ Ø´ÙBÌ¦ÜÝ ÃcÔ Þ�È Ú ß ßß ÃcÔ àlÈ Ú ßß ß ÃcÔ Î È Ú
áâ

(7.291)

is mapped to Ö Ë× Õ Ø´ÙBÌ ÜÝ Ã ËÔ Þ*È Ú ß ßß Ã ËÔ àlÈ Ú ßß ß Ã ËÔ Î È Ú
áâ Å (7.292)

where ËÔ Þ%ÌÊÔ ÞãÃ�ÄnÅ�ÆCÅäËÇQÈ , ËÔ àHÌÊÔ à*Ã�ÄnÅ�ÆCÅäËÇzÈ , and ËÔ Î Ì Ð Î Ã�ÇQÈ�Ô Î Ã�ÄnÅ�ÆCÅäËÇQÈ . The new
metric can be recast asÖ Ë× Õ Ø�Ã�ÄnÅ�ÆCÅ�ÇQÈ&Ù<Ì Ö å Õ Ø*Ã�ÄnÅ�ÆCÅ�ÇQÈ&ÙCæ Ö × Õ Ø�Ã�ÄnÅ�ÆCÅ�ÇQÈ&ÙCæ Ö å Õ Ø�Ã�ÄnÅ�ÆCÅ�ÇQÈ&Ù*Å (7.293)

with Ö å Õ Ø*Ã�ÄnÅ�ÆCÅ�ÇQÈ&Ù<Ì ÜÝ Ã ËÔ Þ�çlÔ Þ*È ß ßß Ã ËÔ à�çlÔ àFÈ ßß ß Ã ËÔ Î çlÔ Î È
áâÂè

(7.294)

The PML on doubly curved mesh terminations (conformal PML) [32] is obtained
by attaching an orthogonal coordinate system to the termination surface (with local
coordinates along the principal curvatures and along the normal to the surface) and
enforcing the analytic continuation on the normal coordinate. If Ç is the normal
coordinate to the mesh termination (given by ÇéÌ ß ), and if we set ÔãêëÌíì , the
conformal PML is built over parallel surfaces to the mesh termination (i.e., ÇîÌðï ,ïQñ ß ), as illustrated in Figure 7.11.

The transverse metric coefficients ÔCÞ , Ô à are given as ÔCÞòÌóÃ�ô2Þ9õhÇQÈ�ç+ô2Þ , Ô à�ÌÃ�ô2àVõöÇQÈ�ç+ô2à , where ô2Þ , ô2à are the local radii of curvature of the termination surface
and Ä , Æ are the principal directions on the termination surface. In this case, the
original metric tensor of such curvilinear coordinate systemÖ × Õ Ø�Ã�ÄnÅ�ÆCÅ�ÇQÈ&Ù<Ì ÜÝ ÃcÔ Þ*È Ú ß ßß ÃcÔ àFÈ Úºßß ß ì

áâ
(7.295)
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Elliptical mesh termination

Parallel surfaces

Elliptical surfaces

a

d

d

b

Figure 7.11 (Top) PML in curvilinear coordinates. A local coordinate system is attached to
the termination surface (an ellipse in the Figure), with local metric coefficients. The resulting
PML is defined over layers which comprise parallel surfaces. (Bottom) A system of elliptical
surfaces, which are not parallel anymore. Source: Teixeira and Chew, International Journal
of Numerical Modelling, 2000, pp. 441-455, c

÷
2000 John Wiley.

is mapped toøUùú�û ü�ý�þnÿ��Cÿ�������� ø 	 û ü�ý�þnÿ��Cÿ�������
 ø ú�û ü�ý�þnÿ��Cÿ�������
 ø 	 û ü�ý�þnÿ��Cÿ������ (7.296)

inside the PML, withø 	 û ü�ý�þnÿ��Cÿ�������� � ý ù��������� � � �� ý ù��������� ���� � ��� �� ÿ (7.297)

where
ù��� � ý�� � � ù�!� � � � , ù��� � ý�� �"� ù�!� � � � . Note that, in order to achieve

an homotopy between the ordinary fields and the resultant fields after the analytic
continuation — so that the fields inside the PML can be written as the original
fields after a change of variables — it is important to have the metric coefficients
properly modified accordingly, since they are, in general, functions of the coordinates
themselves. This peculiarity is not encountered in the Cartesian PML case because,
in that case, the metric coefficients are independent of the spatial coordinates. In early
developments of the PML concept, extensions of the Cartesian PML to curvilinear
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coordinates were suggested in which the metric coefficients were left unchanged,
leading to only an approximate PML (quasi-PML). This is discussed in more detail
in [52].

The Cartesian, cylindrical, and spherical PMLs are special cases of the general
orthogonal curvilinear case, followed (possibly) by a successive application of the
analytic continuation in orthogonal directions, if needed to achieve absorption in
corner regions. For example, in cylindrical coordinates, if we choose #%$'& , ()$+* ,, $.- , the metric tensor is given by /10�$32 , /145$6& , and /�7�$82 , or9 :�; <>= &�?�@�$BAC 2�DEDDF&HGIDDEDJ2

KLNM
(7.298)

If we enforce an analytic continuation along & , i.e., &"OQP& , the end result is equivalent
to changing the metric tensor to9 P:�; <>= &1RS-H?�@T$ 9 UT; <>= &1RS-H?�@�V 9 :�; <>= &�?�@1V 9 UT; <H= &1RS-H?�@ (7.299)

with 9 UT; <H= &1RS-H?�@T$ ACXW 0 D DD P&ZY[&\DD D 2
KL R (7.300)

In cylindrical coordinates, since the - coordinate is everywhere orthogonal to & , we
may also simultaneously enforce an analytic continuation on - , -]O^P- , so that the
above matrix

9 U�; <>= &1RS-H?�@ is changed to9 UT; <>= &1RS-H?�@T$ ACXW 0 D DD P&ZY[&EDD D W 7
KLNM

(7.301)

7.10.2 Metric and Topological Structure of Maxwell’s Equations

The fact that it is possible to derive a Maxwellian PML for different coordinate
systems as well as for arbitrary (dispersive and bianisotropic) linear media, is too
remarkable to be considered a mere coincidence. Instead, it should be considered
an indication of some inherent symmetry. The fact that the PML can be viewed as
a geometric concept (a change on the metric of space) is a strong indication that
a possible hidden geometric property of Maxwell’s equations is at work. Such a
property is discussed next.

Maxwell’s equations, like most equations of physics, are surprisingly rich in sym-
metries. Some of these symmetries are evident (easily traced) in the vector calculus
language. Others, however, are not well appreciated within this language. Our
symmetry of interest here is a geometric one: the metric invariance of Maxwell’s
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equations, first discovered by Weyl and Cartan, and re-discovered a number of
times [36], [53]. In the vector calculus language, such invariance is not obvious
because the metric structure of Maxwell’s equations is intertwined with their topo-
logical structure. To uncover such invariance, a mathematical language where the
topological structure of Maxwell’s equations is factored out from their metric struc-
ture is needed. Such a language already exists, but is not commonly used (due to the
lack of exposure in the engineering literature) by the electromagnetics community:
it is the language of differential forms.

The use of differential forms as a concise and elegant mathematical framework
to study electromagnetics has been pioneered, among others, by Deschamps [36].
Over the years, it has been proved useful to obtain a number of results involving,
e.g., Green’s functions in complex media, boundary conditions [54], [55], or the
construction of consistent basis functions in the finite-element method [56], [57], [58].

In this language, the source-free Maxwell’s equations are written as_>`ba.cedgf)h
(7.302)_>ija3klcedgm%h
(7.303)_>mna'oZh
(7.304)_>fpa'oZh
(7.305)

where
`

and
i

are electric and magnetic field intensity 1-forms,
m

and
f

are electric
and magnetic flux density 2-forms. The operator

_
is the usual exterior derivative,

which plays the role of the curl and div operators of vector calculus. The exterior
derivative is an operator applicable to any differentiable manifold, even without a
defined metric. In other words, such an operator is independent of the concept of
distance. The Maxwell’s equations in the above form are topological equations, i.e.,
manifestly invariant under diffeomorphisms. This is in marked contrast to the vector
calculus operators, which depend on metric factors.

In the differential forms context, the constitutive parameters of a given medium
relate the 1-forms

`
,
i

to the 2-forms
m

,
f

and are given in terms of the so-called
Hodge operators q�r and qZs as [59], [55]:mna qZr ` (7.306)fta qZs i%u (7.307)

In three dimensions, the Hodge operators establish a natural v!wZv map (isomorphism)
between the space of 1-forms as

`
and
i

and the space of 2-forms as
m

and
f

. This
isomorphism is usually called the Hodge duality map. The Hodge operators depend
on a metric so that all the information about the metric of space is contained in the
constitutive relations.
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In the differential forms language, the PML is obtained through a modification on
the Hodge operators: xZy{z}|xZy

(7.308)xZ~�z}|xZ~
(7.309)

induced by the complexification of the metric. The resultant forms inside the PML,|��� |�%� |��� |�
therefore obey the modified Hodge relations|�n� |xZy |�

(7.310)|�p� |xZ~ |���
(7.311)

but still obey the same Equations (7.302)-(7.305)
Because of such metric-topological factorization, the distinction between the

Maxwellian PML and the complex-space PML is not present in the differential
forms language. The form fields inside the PML are unique.

7.10.3 Hybrid PMLs

The different PML formulation in the vector calculus language arises from how the
unique form fields are mapped into corresponding vector fields. This mapping is an
isomorphism governed by the metric of space [59]. If the original, real metric is
chosen to govern such isomorphism, then the Maxwellian PML formulation in the
vector language is recovered. On the other hand, if the modified, complex metric is
chosen [canonical isomorphism since this metric also defines the Hodge operators in
(7.310) and (7.311)], then the complex-space PML formulation in vector language
is recovered. The general relationship between the resultant electric vector fields is
given as [33] ���� � |� �� � ���� � (7.312)

where
� �� stands for the Maxwellian PML vector field components and

� �� for the
complex-space PML vector field components. A similar relationship holds for the
magnetic fields

� � .
The differential forms viewpoint also reveals that if other metrics are chosen to

govern the form-vector isomorphism (e.g., hybridizations of the previous ones, other
frequency-domain PML formulations are possible (albeit more cumbersome) [33].
The choice of metrics should be consistent in the sense of preserving the perfect
matching conditions and reducing to the original, real metric in the physical (non-
PML) domain. In such context, the complex space PML and Maxwellian PML are
particular cases of these choices.
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